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INTRODUCTION 
The study presented here deals with an investigation of 
the effects and value of a relatively new community relations 
program, "Telephone Town Meeting" or "Town Meeting-Telephone 
Style", of the New England Telephone and Telegraph Company. 
More and more interest has been given to this area of 
public relations in the recent past as a greater number of 
today•s corporations realize the importance of securing 
favorable attitudes at the "grass-roots" level of opinion-
attitude formation, 
This new program was designed primarily to create more 
favorable relations with the remote rural communities served 
by the telephone company, which, by way of physical centrali-
zation of the company, have gradually lost the face-to-face 
contact with company employees, 
Studies have shown that the spoken word far exceeds the 
written or printed word in effectiveness in gaining attention 
and retention. Add the face-to-face contact and the effect 
is greater. These factors play heavily in the public relations 
program of the New England Telephone Company, Surveys have 
shown that attitudes of people who talk with telephone employees 
are higher than those who do not. 
Few employees, if any, live in many rural areas. Central 
offices are too far from many of the rural communities they 
serve. There is virtually no everyday personal contact with 
these people, only the impersonal mass media, billing, 
information or long distance operators, and business office 
phone contacts. Very few people in these communities know 
ii 
or talk with company employees in the course of a year. 
As stated then, the object of this "meeting" is to renew 
a personal contact with these townspeople in order to extend 
the communications network, to humanize the company, to combat 
the stereotype of 11bigness", to inform them about new devices, 
to explain why the company does this and not that, to correct 
misunderstandings, to interpret actions of the company that 
might be misconstrued, to discover service and other problems 
which were unknown to exist, and to find out what the attitudes 
and opinions are of the company so that the level may be 
maintained or raised. In other words the company is going to 
these communities, to understand what their impression of the 
company is, to correct any problems before they grow to mammoth 
proportions, and to create a more favorable atmosphere toward 
the company by way of frank discussion and proper performance. 
Does this program achieve the purposes that the company 
planned it would? An attempt has been made by the author to 
determine the answer to this question by four means, research, 
observation, interview and attitude survey. 
By comparing the observations with interviews with company 
personnel together with research and survey data, the author 
presents an evaluation of the 11Telephone Town Meeting". 
Because the gathering of the survey data was necessarily 
limited to smaller proportions than would be necessary to 
conclusively prove the findings presented here, this material 
should be considered as a pilot study which indicates a trend 
of effects. Although the evaluation is based on this trend, 
llJ. 
the author does not wish to falsely convey the impression that 
more extensive surveys are not necessary to decisively prove 
this trend. 
It is the hope of the author that the information 
gathered together in this paper will be useful to the Tele-
phone Company, students, faculty and PR practicioners 
interested in the evolvement of new methods used by public 
relations profession, furthermore, that the description, 
analysis and evaluation of this program will provide sufficient 
information for a significant chapter in the accounts of the 
endeavors of the profession in this area of community relations 
and communications. 
In completion of this thesis I extend my appreciation to 
the management and personnel of the New England Telephone 
Company, professors and staff of the Boston University School 
of Public Relations and Communications, and other friends 
without whose cooperation and assistance this thesis would not 
have been accomplished. 
More especially I extend thanks to Doctors Otto Lerbinger, 
and Edward J. Robinson of the School of Public Relations, and 
Mr. H. V. Barney of the New England Telephone and Telegraph 
Company's Public Relations Department. 
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I dedicate this thesis to my wife, Elaine, whose patience 
during the pursuit of this study was severely put to the test, 
but proved to be a virtue she had well cultivated. 
COMMUNTIY RELATIONS, A NECESSARY PHASE OF MANAGEMENT ACTIVTIY 
KNOWN AS PUBLIC RELATIONS 
Leaders in industry today, unlike their cavalier 
predecessors, take steps to keep on an even footing with 
individuals or organizations with which it has direct or 
indirect socio-economic contact. The means by which this 
equilibrium is maintained has, over a short period of time, 
become scientifically oriented. 
Modern public relations is the practical application 
to many problems and opportunities in group relation-
ships of what social sciences - from sociology, 
psychology and psychiatry, to anthropology, history, 1 communications and semantics - tell us about ourselves. • 
Regardless of the nomenclature, be it h~~an relations, 
company or plant relations, employee relations, industrial 
relations, community relations, etc., there is one pattern, 
which is, in essence, the investment of capitql by an 
organization or individual to discover what a general or 
specific group expects; then, living up to that expectation 
through performance at all levels of operation - on the job 
or at home. Performance itself, no matter how well meaning, 
can be misconstrued through misunderstanding. Thus the 
necessity of a third phase, that of informing. The fourth 
phase, of course, is that of evaluation of the two preceeding 
phases, followed by a renewal of the whole process. 
Public relations then can be termed a four-phase applied 
science of understanding what the public expects; planning 
performance to live up to that expectation; interpreting the 
lnale O'Brien, "What a Good Public Relations Program 
' Can Do For a Company, "American Business, 24:13 +August, 1954. 
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performance to the public in order to negate any possible 
misunderstanding or cause for rumor, and finally evaluating 
the total program. One of the most important phase to the PR 
practitioner is that of informing the public, Words alone are 
not enough, They must complement the performance, One must 
also keep in mind that the public and the press are not blind. 
Contrived information will eventually erase past accomplish-
ments and continue to work against all future endeavors. 
People "lend their sur.port to policies which are 
clearly explained to them 1 •••• 11 if they are worthy 
objectives. This is not theory. Public opinion 
surveys have shown time and time again that public 
attitude regarding specific issues change with the 
gaining by the people of a sympathetic understanding 
of the facts." 2 
The popular use of public relations practices that we 
see today far exceeds its use ten to fifteen years ago. 
Management then was slow to accept its use. The movement 
toward its inculcation has been rapid since the second world 
war. One might say that social reform and civil legislation 
has been the fulcrum for this action. The public today has 
more power to harm industry than it had in the recent past. 
Whether this be the case or not, a great number of our 
industrialists have learned to ameliorate their problems by 
instituting programs designed to secure more favorable relations 
and communications with each respective public. 
2Booth Mooney, "Public Relations - The Invisible 
Giant, 11 Public Utilities, p, 396, September 15, 1955. 
3 
11 PR is an inescapable function of management and is 
as vital to business success as are engineering, 
production, sales or administration. Ltke these, it 
is an activity subject to planning and measurement." 
"Every organization (or any other social entity, 
for that matter) influences public opinion toward 
itself whether or not it is cognizant of doing so and 
whether or not it wishes to, simply by virtue of its 
existance 11 •••• "it should do so construct! vely in the 
public interest, for in the long run, business success 
and public interest coincide • 11 j 
PR is, and if not, should be an integral part of any 
organization's operations, not because, as some pragmaticists 
state, 11 it is a moral obligation or a social responsibility", 
but because it is good business. There is nothing mystical 
or religious about it. PR when seen through the "prism of 
reality" reflects the black and white ledger of merit, not 
the multicolored deiformity refracted by the delusive "spectrum 
of naivity". 
This thesis is concerned with a very important portion 
of public relations activity ••• community relations. 
Why should a corporation take an interest in the activities, 
attitudes, opinions, ideas and general welfare of the people 
in their locale? Inasmuch as businesses are guided by the 
profit motive, will such an interest prove profitable. Louis 
B. Lundborg in a book entitled Public Relations in ~ Local 
Community sets forth six good reasons for investing in a 
sound community relations program. 
11 The people who do business of any kind in any 
town have a stake in what happens there for reasons of 
(1) business survival - what local people can do by 
30 1Brian, ££· cit., p 13. 
" 
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political action or otherwise to hurt or help a 
business; (2) business welfare - what local conditions 
can do to efficiency of business operation and to 
efficiency and morale of employees; (3) business promo-
tion - what community activities can do to create 11 good 
'COrlVersation" and good will for the business; (4) public 
-opinion development - because state and national 
legislative movements start in community groups; (5) 
personal and family welfare - to provide the most 
desireable place to live and raise a family; (6) personal 
satisfaction - to gratify basic human instincts and urges 
by community activity." 4 
Being a good neighbor to the community is good business. 
It produces reciprocal dividends. We as individuals are aware 
of the benefits of neighborliness for quite often we must 
depend upon our neighbors for assistance, therefore, we strive 
to maintain "good relations" with them. Likewise, an industrial 
organization must, at certain times rely upon the community 
for assistance. Twenty or thirty years ago industrialists 
would have derided such a statement. The vast increase in 
civil control during the past three decades through federal, 
state, and local legislation has shaken the despots from 
their leonine partnership with society. 
The program under investigation in this thesis is a 
community relations program now in use throughout the five 
state area of the New England Telephone and Telegraph Company. 
By means of observation, research, and surveys, the author 
has attempted to assay the worth and value of this program. 
A description of the background and problems of the telephone 
company would be helpful in augmenting the understanding and 
4Louis B. Lundborg, Public Relations In The Local 
Community (New York: Harper & Brothers, 1950),-pp~6. 
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appreciation of this program, 
The community of many organizations is a configuration 
of employees, consumers, stockholders and other special 
publics living in the vicinity of either the main office, 
main plant, branch office, warehouses, or the dealer that 
handles the product. These communities are generally well 
localized, This is not so with the telephone company. From 
ninety to ninety-five percent of the public residing in cities, 
towns, and villages throughout the nation are telephone sub-
scribers. This is true of other utilities as well. A utility, 
water, telephone, gas or electric, is a neighbor to more 
customers over large geographical areas than a majority of 
other industries, The public relations problems of the 
telephone company are, in a great measure, the same as other 
utilities. 
PUBLIC RELATIONS PROBLEMS OF PUBLIC UTILITIES 
The public utility faces a great problem merely by the 
common place role it plays in our society. 
"In a great many cases, people are hardly aware that 
utilities exist until there is an interruption of service. 
Turning on the lights or television or the gas or making 
a telephone call is so common place that the customer 
is much more aware of the television program, the food 
being cooked on the stove, or the conversation on the 
telephone than he is of the utilities themselves." 5 
This awareness, however, is swiftly precipitated when a 
utility files for a rate increase. Suddenly the public feels 
that the utility is a money-grabbing monopoly. 
5Thomas C. Campbell, Jr., "Public Attitudes Towards 
Utilities, "Public Utilities, 57: 230-5, February 16, 1956. 
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"Most glaring lack of under stan ding of the nature 
of a. public utility is the almost complete lack of 
awareness of the need for a fair and reasonable return 
on the investment. Nearly everyone has an understanding 
of profit and loss in non-utility business. The under-
standing may not be complete, but people usually know 
that each business hopes to make a prof' it and will 
cease operations if it experiences continued loss over 
a period of years." 
"It is not widely understood that the public is 
really the principal loser when a company fails to 
earn a reasonable return. This fact can be understood 
if it is pointed out in such concrete illustrations 
as the inability of the telephone company to provide 
telephones to new homes being built in the corr~unity, 
or the water company is unable to replace old water 
lines with new larger ones so that there will be 
adequate water r.ressure in the homes and for fire 
protection" •••• 'the community cannot grow if the 
utilities are unable to extend the serviges to new 
homes and new business establishments." 
PUBLIC RELATIONS PROBLEMS OF "BIG BUSINESS" AFFECT Tllli 
TELEPHONE COMPANY 
The above statements represent two basic problems 
peculiar to the utility industry. The "common place role 
of the utility" and "monopolistic stereotype" are the basic 
fundamental problems which the utilities constantly battle 
to overcome. This is not to say that these are the only 
problems they face. The following problems concerning 11big 
business" also relate to other utilities in greater or lesser 
degrees, however, they will be discussed mainly in terms of 
their influence upon the telephone industry. 
The size of the telephone company organization nationally 
takes it out of the class of other utilities which operate 
solely in one regional area. It receives, along with other 
6campbell, op. cit., pp. 230-5. 
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large corporations, the scornf'ul eye of' the public which 
distrusts monopolies of' any sort. Yet, the size of' the 
company can in itself be "all asset or a liability", depending 
upon how the public perceives it. 
If' guided by the past history of' corporations • the public 
would distrust bigness. "In more recent times these f'ears 
have been exploited to build doubt and criticism of big 
business." However, if' cognizant of' the f'act that this 
bigness is in their interest - that the public prof'its as 
well as the company through mechanization, automation and 
more ef'f'icient operations on a national and local level -
then the public will trust it. 
"The general attitude seems to recognize the 
advantage to the individual and the country resulting 
f'rom the accomplishments of' big business. But this 
does not mean satisfaction with all aspects of big 
business. There is always some suspicion present and, 
in certain phases, severe criticism. 11 
"No specif'ic group of' any size is significantly more or 
less in f'avor of' big business than other groups. There 
is a mixture of' attitudes toward big business amen~ the 
same persons. There are few pure "pros" and "cons • 
Most attitudes toward big business are closely coupled 
with the individual's self'-interest: His attitude is 
shaped by the benef'its big business confers upon him 
or groups in which he is interested. 11 7 
11 The public doesn't f'avor breaking up big business but 
does f'avor government regulation or curbs • 11 
'i'New England Telephone and Telegraph Company, 
Bigness and Community Living, (a pamphlet prepared by the 
company, these quotations were based on the study "Big 
Business as the People See it 11 by Burton R. Fisher and 
Stephen B. Withey, University of' Michigan, 1951, and "What 
People are Saying About Big Business Today, 11 Public Opinion 
Index f'or Industry, January 1955) (Boston: New England 
Telephone and Telegraph Company, January 1956), pp. 1 and 2. 
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The general public believes in individual freedom. This 
attitude or belief is expanded to include individual compe-
tition and free enterprise. Anything to the contrary of this 
reasoning places the individual's self-associated freedom in 
jeopardy. Those who strongly oppose government regulated 
monopolies are not aware of the benefits which this system 
provides. The cost factor alone of having more than one 
telephone company in competition with another is one that is 
often overlooked. This situation would produce a duplicity 
in operations - personnel, property, plant, etc. To meet 
competition and cut cost, certainly the quality of service 
would deminish or the company would cease operations. our 
communication networks cannot afford to be run at the whim 
of public sufferance. 
Public sufferance and political ambition do play havoc 
with the telephone company as well as any other government 
regulated organization that must appeal to a board of elected 
or appointed officials for an increase in rates. These 
officials, more often than not, feel that to act in the 
public interest, they must disallow the rate increase, 
especially during an election year. If the public-company 
relations are favorable at the time of filing and the public 
has not balked at the news of the. increase by sending letters 
bearing their complaints to the officials or to editorials or 
the newspapers, then the going is comparatively easier. 
It is helpful during these problems, such as a rate 
case, that the public relations program has had such a 
favorable effect on the public, that they identify their 
interests with that of the company's. Telephone surveys 
have shown that often those who own American Telephone and 
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Telegraph stock do not realize that profits from the company 
that provides the local service go toward the dividends that 
they, the investors receive. These stock holders more than 
any other segment of the community can and would give assis-
tance if informed. 
When compared with the small town business, the task of 
informing the public and creating a feeling of good will is 
an arduous one for the corporation. 
"The' small town entrepreneur 1 s •••• relations with 
the community are concerned with the same problems of 
telling and listening, of talking with the public." 
"He has a natural advantage over larger businesses. 
He lives in the community he serves; his customers are 
also his neighbors. The owner-manager of the small 
business is immediately responsible and readily 
accessible. He can talk in person with his public." 
"American people like business to be conducted on 
a personal basis. But as companies grow, new problems 
arise in their relationship with the public. The 
personal relations of the home town business gives 
way to the public relations of the widespread corpor-
ation. Management is moved further and further from 
the people the business serves. Only through its 
employees can a large company bring to its dealings 
with the public the personal el!,'lment that is a prime 
virtue of the small business." tl 
This growth pattern is indicative of the rise in the 
Bell System during the last four decades. With the move to 
!) Keith s. McHugh, "Your Most Important Spokesman; 
Public Relations Role of the Employee", New York Telephone 
Company, Dun's Review and Modern Industry, 68: 33-34, 
July, 1956. 
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economize as it grew, departmental operations were functionally 
centralized, business offices, billing centers and switch 
boards widely separated from one another and far from the 
communities they served. 
The result was an increase in impersonal relations. 
Public-company contact became an over-the-phone relationship. 
Unlike the days of the home town switchboard when "everyone 
knew Myr t 11 no one, even today, personally knows to whom they 
are speaking. 
Another effect of this centralization was that the 
employee had less contact with other departments of the 
company and therefore knew less about what was happening 
throughout the company. On the job or off, the employee is 
looked upon as a representative of the company, reflecting 
the attitudes and actions of management. The employee 
unknowingly assumes the role of a verbal PR representative 
of the company in the community. Without knowledge of what 
goes on throughout the company, the employee can be an 
ambassador of "ill will". When asked about the reason for 
various company actions the public expects an answer. "He 
ought to know, after all, he works for them." Whatever the 
answer, more stock will be placed in it than if the president 
of the company had uttered it. The employee is, therefore, 
an important link with the company and a greater understanding 
of its actions. To do this he or she must be well informed. 
A summary of the major 'problems in public relations 
which affect the telephone company's business would include 
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the following: Public unawareness of telephone service and 
the cost of providing it; Public lack of understanding of the 
necessity for making a profit; Public fear of big business' 
power to harm rather than strength to serve; Public misin-
terpretation of the telephone company's lack of competition; 
Public influence on regulatory bodies; impersonal relations 
and uninformed employees, a result of growth and centralization. 
PUBL,IC RELATIONS THEORY AND PRACTICES OF THE TELEPHONE COMPANY 
The telephone company's officials have historically 
followed a path to secure favorable relations. Earliest of 
these was Theodore Vail, first president of the New England 
Telephone and Telegraph Company, and later of the American 
Telephone and Telegraph Company. In 1883, while other business 
leaders were "damning the public", Mr. Vail urged the early 
telephone licensees, "to operate in such a way that your 
relations with the public will be good. 11 
Much later, in 1927, Walter Gifford, then president of 
American Telephone and Telegraph said, 11 •• ,obviously the only 
sound policy that will meet these obligations (to the tele-
phone subscribers) is to continue to furnish the best possible 
service at the lowest cost consistent with financial safety."9 
A few years later the company extended the "public be 
pleased" attitude to include its employees. The New England 
Company was one of the first to make such a forward step. 
9 w. J. McManus, "Public Attitude Toward the 
Telephone Industry, "Public Utilities, 55: 366-7, March 17, 
1955. 
Perhaps this move was aided by employee unionization which 
also occured about this time. 
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At present the company continues to create a ravorable 
climate in its public relations. The methods and means have 
improved since Mr. Vail's era and the problems have changed. 
PUBLIC RELATIONS PRACTICES AND ORGANIZATION OF THE NEW 
ENGLAND COMPANY 
How is the company organized to handle its public 
relations? The everyday public contact made in the business 
office comes under the jurisdiction of the Commercial Depart-
ment. Most problems are handled locally by the business 
representative or supervisor unless beyond their authority. 
This procedure is followed throughout the company; problems 
are handled at the lowest level and referred upward in the 
organization only for consideration and recommendation. A 
directive will only come down when the problem affects the 
company legally or when a number of consumers may be affected 
by the action. 
The Traffic Department is responsible for operator 
service. Again, the operator like the business represenl";a-
tive is instructed to create the most ravorable impression. 
The operator will turn a problem over to the chief operator 
rather than tie up her board. 
In the service areas or business office centrals the 
local Management Teams meet periodically to discuss and 
analyse public relation and service matters. Each or these 
teams can turn to a District Personnel-Public Relations 
lj 
Committee for counselling. Next in the line of public 
relations (in some states) is the Division PPR Committee and 
above that the State PPR Committee which coordinates the 
public relations programs in its area. At the apex of this 
structure is the New England Telephone and Telegraph General 
Public Relations Committee whose function it is to coordinate 
the five state area public relation program and make general 
recommendations regarding the annual public relations activi-
ties for the next year. Having representation on this General 
PPR Committee are the five departments which oversee the 
business; The Personnel Relations Department, The Operating 
Department; The Accounting and Financial Departments, and 
the Public Relations Department. 
The PPR Committees are the planning organizations of 
this area of the company's interest as distinguished from the 
Public Relations Department. The latter is the service arm 
of the company's public relations program. This department 
aids and fulfills many of the plans of the PPR Committee. 
Other offices of the company may turn to this department for 
counselling or aid regarding local problems. One of its full-
time tasks is that of assembling, editing and publishing the 
bouse organs distributed within the five state area. 
The programs planned for the company are based on 
reports from the various departments, surveys, and personnel 
"feedback. 11 The reports are compilations of data on service 
criticisms and customer complaints. This information is 
gathered on the job from business office memoranda, plant 
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records, and local craftsmen reports. 
The surveys are used to gather data from a representa-
tive sample of customers. Inasmuch as the data gathered 
from the above reports represents only the vocal people or 
those who have most intense feelings, their reaction if 
graphed would present an unfavorably skewed picture. 
One of the surveys is a Chief Operator Attitude Survey. 
A great number of individuals are called each month and asked 
two questions pertaining to the service. 
Usually these questions are related to the customer 1 s 
attitude toward their telephone service and to how this 
service might be improved. The other survey, Customer Atti-
tude Trend Study is conducted annually over the entire nation 
and is used in comparing, on a competative basis, the effect 
that each company has upon the attitudes of the public. This 
second survey was used in measuring the program under study 
in this thesis and will be explained in greater detail 
elsewhere. 
Employee-supervisor meetings provide another source of 
"feedback". In the scheme of the public relations program 
it was mentioned on page 11 that there is a definite need to 
inform the employee about other facets of the company opera-
tions. It follows that he or she must know about the assigned 
job and its relation to others. These meetings were institu-
ted for such a purpose. They were devised with the two fold 
purpose, two-way communication; that of informing the employee 
and that of learning about problems on the job. Time during 
the working hours is allotted for this program, however the 
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work load generally hampers its success. 
The supervisors, faced with increasing performance 
figures are inclined to place these meetings secondary to 
handling the business operations. In order to maintain 
company standards of service, the supervisor often hesitates 
to keep employees from their work for these periods. Others 
that do hold such meetings often do so with a cursory manner 
of dispatch, Evidently these supervisors who treat this 
meeting with apathy do not realize the consequencial effect 
that this action can have upon the performance of the 
employee, and in turn, upon the record which the supervisor 
is striving to maintain, 
Whether this problem prompted the company to initiate 
the Resident-Employee Committee meetings or not, these 
meetings provide another avenue of two-way communication 
unhampered by pressures of the business. This program 
itself is quite young. It began in Sharon, r1assachusetts as 
an experiment and spread throughout the company. 
These committees or groups of employees are formed 
geographically. Quarterly, the employees residing in one of 
many areas attend a dinner meeting together with their spouses, 
The local management team acts as hosts and after dinner sit 
as panel members together with higher company official to 
whom the employees direct questions on any and all phases of 
the company operation. Each employeegroup elects its own 
chairman from its membership who introduces the panel members 
and guests of the evening. 
lJ 
These meetings aid the company in discovering what the 
problems are in various locals and what the public opinion 
of the company and its service is. 
This program has proved beneficial in that it gathers 
together many employees from various departments of the 
company who do not regularly meet during the day. Through 
talks and informative discussions not only the employee but 
his or her spouse learns more about the company and its 
operation than they might have without an opportunity such 
as this. 
Through talks and informative discussions the employee 
learns more about the company. As a result of these meetings 
the company feels that the employee can speak more intelli-
gently with neighbors and friends about the company. 
These Employee-Resident Committee meetings provide 
another means of getting valuable 11 feed-back 11 information. 
The Local Management Team, acting as a panel, drops the 
barrier of employee-management relation and allows the 
employees to criticize the service in their area. They are 
also asked what their neighbors think about the service. 
This is done because the company feels that, too often, 
problems exist in all areas of service which the company 
cannot possibly know about. It also feels that too few 
people will complain about a given problem until real conscious 
or physical damage has occured as a result of unknowing neglect. 
Pages 16 a, b, and c graphically illustrate the conti-
guity of PR activity at the New England Telephone and Tele-
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graph Company. This is not a static set-up but one that 
continually follows the process of analysis, synth~sis, 
communication and interpretation, re-evaluation and improve-
ment. The addition of the "Town Meeting -Telephone Style" 
to the public relations program was a result of this process 
of evolution. 
THE TELEPHONE TOWN MEETING - ITS BACKGROUND AND INCEPTION 
The Telephone Town Meeting is actually an outgrowth of 
the Employee-Resident Committee meetings. The ~ocal Management 
Team in a central office in Northhampton, Massachusetts had 
planned to organize a Resident-Employee Committee meeting in 
Worthington, Massachusetts, twenty miles away. They found 
however, that out of ·a population of 516, there were no 
company employees living there. After a discussion of the 
situation, Walter Cassell, North)iampt on Central Office Manager, 
suggested that they invite the community to a town meeting at 
which the townspeople could "let their hair down" and freely 
discuss telephone service and problems encountered, The 
first Telephone 'rown Meeting was held May 17, 1956 at 
Worthington, Massachusetts. 
Other managers had similar problems in rural areas; the 
towns were too distant. The experiment at Worthington seemed 
worth a try in Westbrook, Perry, and New Sweden, Maine. The 
General PPR Committee likewise saw that this was a logical 
solution to the communication problem in rural areas throughout 
the company and recommended that other managers make use of 
it. Since then, the program has been used over the five 
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state area. The parent company, American Telephone and Tele-
graph has also suggested making use of the Town Meeting 
technique across the nation and several companies outside the 
New England area have experimented with it. 
In New England, through association, the "Town meeting" 
carries a certain attraction to the rural citizenry. A 
tradition of the New England states, it has been a part of 
rural government since Colonial days. Town meeting halls 
have long been referred to as "clearing houses" of information, 
where in the democratic process each townsman freely expresses 
himself. 1'1ore often than not at these meetings, the infor-
mation emanates from two or more parties seeking settlement 
of a dispute by the town council. In many areas these meetings 
provide a sort of social activity or entertainment, drawing 
many a disinterested yet inquisitive townsman. Although towns 
have grown larger and representatives act on behalf of a 
number of electors, the town meeting still is an accepted 
tradition of the small rural New England community. 
The Telephone Company capitalizes upon this accepted 
activity by utilizing it as a medium of two-way communication. 
What does the company seek to communicate? Through this 
medium it is attempting to huminize the company; by talking 
face-to-face with these people, it seeks to create the under-
standing that it is not a faceless entity run by automatons 
and IBM machines, but an organization composed of individuals 
just like themselves. 
The inhabitants of these remote areas often feel that 
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such a large company really doesn't care about them, By 
holding a Telephone Town Meeting the company hopes to offset 
this attitude. The company is further helped in offseting 
this attitude by correcting the problems discussed at the 
meeting. 
The Company also has its own story to tell. It wants 
the people to know more about the company; what it has 
planned for the present and future; why it must occassionally 
seek a rate increase in the face of rising costs to the 
company. 
In turn, the company wants to be informed, It wants to 
know what the public thinks about its service, cost of 
service, and the company in general. It asks how it can 
better serve the community,moreover, it asks the townspeople 
how they might solve the problems if they were the company. 
There is no attempt to "white wash" any issues discussed, 
What are the mechanics involved with the Telephone Town 
Meeting? A descriptive examination of methods and means of 
this program follows. 
PLANNING, PROMOTION AND PRESENTATION OF THE TELEPHONE TOWN 
MEETING 
Having decided that the town in question has too few 
employees to form a Resident-Employee Committee, the Local 
Management Team begins the planning phase of the Telephone 
Town Neeting program. 
Several weeks before the meeting, the Nanagement Team 
convenes with a member of the Public Relations Department 
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to be briefed on the techniques and method of holding such a 
meeting. So that they may be fully equipped to answer 
questions, they also familarize themselves with known problems 
of the town, together with the company plans for that area. 
Periodically, they meet together to discuss the background 
information, conference techniques, and progress in the plans 
for the forthcoming meeting. 
Well in advance of the event, the manager visits the 
area to secure permission of the local officials to hold the 
meeting, and arranges to hold the meeting in the Town Hall 
if possible. Some of the women's groups are contacted to 
provide refreshments at the company's expense (caterers are 
hired if this is impossible). 
One or two weeks before the scheduled meeting, the 
promotion starts; (see page 20 A) posters are placed .in store 
windows; invitations are sent to all telephone subscribers, 
and radio and newspaper announcements are placed if such 
outlets serve the community. 
The Telephone Town meeting varies a great deal 1~om 
tradition. The people are free, however, to air their 11 pet 
peeve". Unlike the traditional town meeting, nothing is 
voted upon, but it is the hope of the company that through 
such open discourse the community will be satisfied to a 
greater degree with their service and its cost; that they 
will have a greater familiarity with employees that serve 
them, and that they will be more favorably disposed toward 
the company. 
The New En~bnd Telephone and Telegraph 
Company 
inviteo our Block loland cuotomert 
your family and friendo to a 
Telephone Style T ""'n l'-leeting 
Wedn<oday, April 16, 1958, at 7:30 p. m. 
Fire Station Hall 
c .. ll.huR 
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Before the meeting starts, and as stragglers are seated, 
the audience is usually shown, in an entertaining manner, 
some facet of the company's operation; such as the part it 
plays in coast-to-coast television. 
The Town Meeting "per se 11 begins if possible, with a 
local public official 1 s intr eduction of a six member panel 
(sometimes it varies) composed of a supervisor from each 
department of the central office serving that community. 
Usually appearing on the panel are the L~cal Manager, the 
Wire Chief, Chief Operator, Traffic Manager, Unit Engineer 
and the Construction F'oreman. The Manager often acts as host 
and moderator. 
After each supervisor has been introduced and has 
explained his own area of operation, the Manager stimulates 
the audience into a question and answer session "with no 
holds barred". Questions of any nature relating to the 
company, local service, cost of service, etc. may be asked. 
The Hanager directs the questions to the panel member 
most qualified to answer. It is the responsibility of these 
company representatives to give truthful, straightforward 
answers to the best of their ability. If complete informa-
tion is not available to answer a question before the end of 
the meeting, this information will be mailed to the inquiring 
person if it relates to an individual problem or to all those 
who attended the meeting if the problem affects the whole 
community. 
Following the meeting, a refreshment period is provided, 
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during which time the members of the panel station themselves 
about the room so that people who choose to remain reticent 
during the meeting might feel at ease to ask questions in a 
more private manner. 
A major portion of these questions asked at the meeting 
are related to service in the community. Some questions can 
be answered by an explanation of cause and effect without 
remedy; others require the promise to rectify situations 
which are physically and financially feasible. Whatever is 
promised is accomplished within a specified time in order to 
show the townspeople that the company is interested in provi-
ding them with the "best possible service at the lowest cost". 
Minutes of each meeting are recorded and formulated into 
a report. This report is forwarded by the Manager to the 
Public Relations Department for evaluation and publication 
in the house organ. This information provides a new means 
of determining the service problems in rural areas and the 
publids attitude toward the company. The report also aids 
the PR Department in evaluating the program so that they may 
improve this avenue of communications with consumers in these 
remote towns. 
One important factor that the company feels gives this 
program a double plus is its worth as a means of uncovering 
problems which had never been complained about before, which 
if allowed to continue would create a loss in revenue, legal 
prosecution or any number of consequences. Through the 
Telephone Town Meetings the company has saved money as well 
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as improved relations and conditions which if unattended over 
a prolonged period would have run into a greater expenditure 
of money and deterioration of favorable relations. Company 
public relations officials state, however, that it is the 
intangibles or improvement in attitudes that are of equal 
importance to the tangible benefits of the program. 
Some of the tangible benefits which have resulted can 
be demonstrated by the following two examples: 
In one town a tree nursery hired to trim branches away 
from wires bad commenced to hack ugly 11 V11 shapes out of the 
upper part of the trees. No one in the community had com-
plained to the company 1 s business office or to its collection 
agent. Luckily, the meeting was held before this work had 
progressed too far. The possible consequences of removal 
and replanting damaged trees at a considerable cost was 
negated by instructing the nursery on the proper manner of 
trimming the trees to the mutual satisfaction of the community 
and the company. 
In another community, a resort area, someone complained 
at the meeting that the public phone coin boxes in one area 
were not collected regularly enough. When the boxes were 
full, it placed the phones out of order. This situation 
not only meant an inconvenience to the customer but it repre-
sented a loss in revenue. It was corrected. 
The intangible benefits are those which cannot so easily 
be measured. They are represented by the increase in favor-
able attitudes, in understanding, in cooperation. Although 
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one cannot determine by observation to what degree the public 
relations goals were furthered as a result of the following 
cases, there is no doubt in the mind of company officials 
that these meetings were productive: 
It was brought out at one meeting that the town was to 
hold its 150th anniversary and plans to decorate the streets 
were hampered by sprawling tree limbs. These trees had not 
been trimmed for some time by the company and it was asked if 
this could be done at this time. The master plan of the 
company did not include trimming this area until a later 
period, however by shifting the schedule around the company 
arranged to do the trimming. Here is an example of a large 
corporation taking the role of a good citizen in the community. 
At another meeting one customer complained that during 
electrical storms the town's clock stopped and wondered why 
the operator could not give out the correct time. The Chief 
Operator explained that it was not a normal service, but 
after some discussion of the matter agreed to allow the 
operators to do so during electrical failures. 
From these illustrations one might assume that the Tele-
phone Town Meeting has been totally successful. Yet the 
tangible results are not in themselves conclusive. Does this 
program have any effects on the individuals attitude? Do 
they become favorable, unfavorable or remain static in their 
attitude toward service, cost of service, and the company in 
general? 
The following survey data was gathered to study the 
effect of the Telephone Town Meeting upon the attitudes of 
those who attended a town meeting in Shelburne Falls, 
Massachusetts and Block Island, Rhode Island. 
The results presented herein should be considered as 
data obtained for a pilot study prepared to investigate a 
trend in attitudes, but which, by survey standards, cannot 
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possibly portend to furnish conclusive proof that this trend 
is an absolute finding. Physical, temporal and economic 
factors necessarily limit the author to a survey of smaller 
dimensions than would be necessary to furnish positive 
findings. 
SHELBURNE FALLS SURVEY 
The effects of this new program were first surveyed by 
the company (the author participating in all phases) in 
connection with a Telephone Town Meeting held in Shelburne 
Falls, Massachusetts in October, 1957. 
Survey Design 
The survey was designed to determine attitudes toward 
Service, .Cost and Company of urban resident customers in the 
Shelburne Falls, Massachusetts exchange and measure the effect 
of public relations (Town Meeting-Telephone Style) activity 
on customer attitude in a small community dial office (CDO) 
area • In other words, the company wanted to know what the 
"temperature" of attitudes toward the service, cost of service, 
' 
and the company in general were before the event and after the 
event. 
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Two effects of the meeting were to be measured; one was 
the direct effect which would be obtained from those who atten-
ded the meeting, and the other, the indirect effect experienced 
by those who did not attend the meeting, either by their 
observation of the fact that the telephone company had taken 
an interest in the community by its action of coming to the 
area, or by their conversation with those who attended the 
meeting. 
Survey Sample 
To determine what the effect of the program indirectly 
upon the community without having to interview the same 
respondents twice,it was decided to take half of the universe 
one week before the meeting and the other, two weeks after, 
allowing each group to represent the universe or whole of the 
area under survey. 
To assertain the direct effect upon those who attended, 
it was figured that this group would be banded cards as they 
entered the meeting place which the townspeople would fill 
out and return. These cards carried enough information so 
that these people could be called on two weeks after the 
meeting and be tested. 
Of the total population in Shelburne Falls, 2,364, the 
company statisticians knew very little about the few people 
who were not telephone subscribers. It was decided before, 
for simplification of field work to limit the study to those 
who reside within the "base rate perimeter" or the town 
proper. And so, of the lp77 resident telephones in the 
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Shelburne Falls exchange 834 addresses were within the defined 
limit, The survey was then structured for a cross-sectional 
survey by "classification of service" at these residences. 
A list was obtained of the addresses of these 834 tele-
phone customers arranged in numerical order by telephone 
number. By random selection, by "lot", two groupings were 
formed according to classification of service, Each group 
had an equal number of 1-party, 2-party and 4-party residences. 
It was felt this method of selection also produced a reliable 
division of the universe according to economic means, It has 
been found that people generally obtain the type of service 
that they can afford. 
There was no way of knowing how many adults lived at 
each address, so the final number of respondents was not known 
until all the questionnaires were returned. Assuming that 
there were two adults at each residence and that all were 
cooperative respondents, the final number in each group 
should have been approximately 800 or more respondents, or 
a total of 1,600 respondents in all. However, because there 
were unobtainable respondents, uncooperative respondents, 
incomplete questionnaires, and blank questionnaires, the 
samples were narrowed down to almost half of the estimated 
number. 
Testing Procedure 
In order to differentiate between those who were tested 
before and those tested after the meeting, these groups will 
be referred to as Group A and Group B respectively. 
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A group of interviewers were hired by the company to 
conduct the field work. The author also participated in this 
phase to become acquainted with the procedure. 
Group A was surveyed one week before the event, Group B 
two weeks after the event. The procedure in each testing was 
the same. 
Two questionnaires were left with an adult individual at 
each designated address. The interviewers instructed the 
individual on how to check off the answers, but gave no other 
information regarding the telephone company or the meeting. 
The following day the questionnaires, inserted in plain white 
envelopes, were picked up by the interviewer who coded each 
envelope with the corresponding code on the locator card. 
The envelope received another code (A, B, c, or D) regarding 
the interviewers observation of the respondent~ economic 
means. 
Questionnaire 
The questionnaire used in the Shelburne Falls study was 
the same as the same as that used by the company in its 
annual Customer Attitude Trend Survey. In use for the past 
ten years, this questionnaire was originated and standardized 
by the American Telephone and Telegraph Company. 
The questionnaire or schedule of items is composed of ap-
proximately 70 items, fourteen of which are the basis for atti-
tude measurement. Of these 14 items 5 are related to a Service 
Attitude Index; 4 to a Cost Attitude Index, and 5 to a Company 
Attitude Index. The remaining items are used to determine, by 
cross-runs, the cause of low attitude scores. 
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Both questionnaires for Groups A and B were identical 
with exception of the last page which was altered for Group B 
to include questions relating to the reactions toward the 
Telephone Town Meeting. 
This questionnaire was used in order that the results 
obtained could be compared with other areas (district, region, 
state, company, and national) of which this exchange is a 
part. For this reason, it was necessary to use the same 
battery of index questions and the same scoring system. 
Scoring System 
Each item is assigned a possible score of 3 for a high 
favorable response. Some items have a response that is con-
sidered slightly less favorable and is awarded a score of 2. 
A "no opinion" or 11 no idea" response is assigned a l point 
score, as this is considered least favorable yet not unfav-
orable. Un:(d!:'able or "no answer" responses receive no point 
value. 
, Computation of Index 
The index is computed as would be an arithmetic mean. 
The percent of f!:'equency of response for each item is multi-
plied by the score value. The score values are then added 
and divided by the "practical maximum" score, or 85% of the 
maximum score. The Service and Company Attitude Indices are 
derived f!:'om 5 items each with a possible score of 3 or a 
total maximum of 15 points. The practical maximum score for 
these two indices is 12.75. The index for Cost, having four 
items or a total maximUlll of' 12 points then has a practical 
maximUlll of' 10.20. 
Results 
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The results indicate that there were 392 respondents in 
Group A and 407 in Group B. Group A represents the town 
bef'ore the meeting and Group B the town af'ter the meeting. 
The 35 respondents shown as Group C are those who attended 
the Telephone Town Meeting. 
Attitude of' Townspeople Attitude of' 
Time #1 Time #2 Those Who 
Attended 
GrOUJ2 A Grou12 B Gro~3 C NU!Ilber of' Respondents 392 407 
Service Attitude Index 95.4 91.0 91.0 
Cost Attitude Index 65.2 63.6 65.8 
Company Attitude Index 71.6 69.7 75.8 
When the results were tabulated f'or Group A, the statis-
ticians discovered that in comparison with other areas, 
Shelburne Falls showed a higher attitude in Service and Cost 
indices than most others. It was on a par with other areas 
f'or attitude toward the Company. 
Af'ter having seen the results f'or Group A, some company 
of'ficials f'elt that there was little chance that upward 
movement could be studied inasmuch as the first group showed 
such high scores. It was reasoned that if' the program were 
as successful as others appeared to be, then perhaps there 
would be no change in the scores. To pursue this reasoning 
f'urther, if' the meeting had any adverse ef'f'ect there would 
be a significant decrease in attitude scores. 
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From the results above, the only significant change that 
occured appears to be in the Service Attitude Index. This 
shows a decrease of 4•4 points between Group A and B. 
The higher scores for Group C on Cost and Company indices 
was attributed to the respondents exposure to the stimulus 
event. This hypothesis raised a question in the author's mind 
as to whether or not the individuals who attend a company 
meeting are more favorably disposed toward the company than 
those who do not attend. To study this question, the author 
attempted a study on his own to determine how favorable the 
people were who attended the meeting from whom there was 
data obtained both before and after the meeting. 
Of Group C, the 35 respondents who attended the meeting, 
the author discovered that only 16 respondents were surveyed 
before the meeting. Although this was a scant number to use 
as a sample the author decided to hand tabulate their responses 
and allow them to represent themselves as l007o sample. In 
other words, 11 how did this meeting affect these 16 respondents?" 
Attended Town Meeting 
Group D Group D 
Before After 
Number of Respondents 16 16 
Service Attitude Index 91.6 91.6 
Cost Attitude Index 74.8 6o.o 
Company Attitude Index 78.9 73.9 
The above results for Group D would tend to indicate 
that there was a negative reaction of 14.8 points on Cost 
and 5.0 points on Company, both of which are significant 
changes. 
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The Service Attitude Index remained static. This may be 
due to the fact that only questions relating to service 
problems were discussed. 
This data seems to disprove the theory that Group C was 
relatively higher in their attitude after the meeting than 
Group B because of exposure to the stimulus event. However, 
because Group D (before) is lower on Service Index than Group 
A, although higher on the other indices, there is no reasonable 
proof that those who attend a meeting such as this are more 
favorable in overall attitude than those who do not. 
Because of the uncertainties involved in the data obtained 
from the Shelburne Falls Study, the author sought and received 
permission to attempt a study of his own design and execution 
in connection with another Telephone Town Meeting. 
BLOCK ISLAND SURVEY 
Survey Design 
Block Island, Rhode Island, according to a Rhode Island 
Census Report for 1956, has a population of 700 of which 
there are approximately 267 families. As of December 1957, 
telephone company records show that there were 266 resident 
telephones and 71 business telephones in service on the island. 
Although business telephones were not included in the 
Shelburne Falls Survey, the author considered the attitudes 
of businessmen on the Island as important to this study as 
attitudes of resident telephone subscribers, for together 
they represent the community. 
To study the indirect as well as the direct effects of 
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this meeting would have entailed a vast amount of field work 
and tabulating. To minimize the time and labor involved in 
a survey of this proportion, the author decided to study the 
direct effect, reasoning that the indirect effect is achieved 
in some degree by personal contact between those who attend 
and those who do not attend the meeting. The Shelburne Falls 
Study indicated that of those in Group B who did not attend 
the meeting, 12 to 20 percent of the respondents talked with 
someone who had attended. It might be assumed that this 
percentage would increase as more time elapsed. 
The author had no way of knowi~ who would attend the 
meeting, so to gather data in advance of the meeting would 
necessarily mean that every adult on the island would have 
to be tested before the meeting. It was decided that this 
was far too large a task to expect to accomplish in order to 
gather pre-data on an undertermined number of people, when 
not over 100 to 150, at the most, might attend. In lieu of 
this method the author received permission from company 
officials to test the individuals the night of the Town 
Meeting, just prior to the beginning of the activity. 
Testing Procedure 
The "Before" survey was taken at the Telephone Town 
Meeting on Block Island, April 16, 1958. The questionnaires 
were distributed as the townspeople entered the hall and 
collected before the meeting began. 
Three weeks after the meeting, the author returned to 
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the Island to conduct the "After" survey. It was conducted 
in the same manner as at Shelburne Falls, by the "leave and 
pick up 11 method. In order to obtain the identical respondents 
of the 11Before 11 survey, two or more (depending upon the number 
of adults at each residence) questionnaires were left at each 
home with an adult to whom the author gave instructions on 
marking the items. The day after the respondents received 
the schedules, the author returned to collect them, marking 
each with a code pertaining to economic means and another for 
identification. 
Survey Sample 
There were 79 adults who attended the Telephone Town 
Meeting, of which 53 were acceptable respondents. Of the 
other 26 who attended, 4 arrived too late to fill out the 
questionnaire; 5 only partially filled in the total number 
of items; 4 declined to fill out the questionnaire; and 13 
were not considered because of their company affiliations. 
Fifty-three respondents then, represent a 100:% sample 
according to the purposes of the survey design. 
Q.uestionnaire 
Because the test for the "before" survey was administered 
as the townspeople entered the hall, a short form of question-
naire was used containing the 14 index questions. Four 
additional items were included two of which related to a 
known problem in long-distance service (only 7 respondents 
indicated thatthis was a problem). One of the other two 
items related to cost of service; the other to general 
improvement of service. 
In the "after" survey, the larger questionnaire (same 
as at Shelburne Falls) was used with changes in wording to 
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better fit the questionnaire to the type of service on the 
island. These changes did not affect the 14 index questions. 
Questions of the author's design were also added at the rear 
of the questionnaire. 
Scoring System 
In order to relate to some degree the data gathered in 
this study with that from the Shelburne Falls Survey, and to 
relate this group to other divisions of the company, the 
scoring system necessarily remained the same as stated in 
connection with the Shelburne Falls Study. 
Survey Results 
Number of Respondents 
Service Attitude Index 
Cost Attitude Index 
Company Attitude Index 









82 C:•u, •/"h •• 
Looking first at the Service Index it might be said 
* 11 t 11 not significant 
iHf ntn = 3.39 .01 P .001 
;:~-'~ 11 t 11 = 1.88 .10 p .os 
(For computation of 11 t 11 test see page 11) 
" 
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that no change occured. This would lead one to assume that 
each individual did not fluctuate in attitude, On the contrary, 
when individual reaction is studied (see graph page b1 ) there 
is a downward movement in attitude of 5o% of the high scoring 
(scores 13, 14, 15) respondents and an upward movement of 
only 17% in the group that scored 13 or 14 on the "before" 
survey. 
In overall movement within the Service Attitude Index 
35.8% remained static and 32.1% decreased in attitude, while 
32.1% increased in attitude, In other words, by merely looking 
at the index there is no indication of the movement which 
occurred within the sample. The graph shows clearly that one 
third decreased and one third increased, A great percentage 
of those who decreased in level of attitude were in the high 
scoring groups. What may have contributed to this reaction? 
First of all, it is worthwhile to note that the discussion 
at the meeting was centered on problems with service. No 
problems were brought up about the cost of service or the 
company in general. This information might lead one to accept 
the attitude indices at their face value. "Naturally the 
Service Index remained practically the same and the other 
two show significant decreases •••• that 1 s all that was 
discussed at the meeting." Yet the study of individual scores 
shows a movement not indicated by the index figure. 
Perhaps those who have high attitudes toward service 
before they come to the meeting are negatively affected by 
hearing others bring up problems which they had known nothing 
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about. They may, as a result become more critical of what 
they had previously taken for granted as being near perfect. 
Their thinking process is perhaps provoked toward more criti-
cal retrospection and observation than before the meeting. 
The indices of Cost and Company indicate significant 
decreases. A study of movement within each index confirms the 
negative movement indicated by the index figures. Although 
there were some increases in attitude,there were a great num-
ber of decreases. There is less percentage of increase in 
these two indices than in the Service Index. This may be 
partially due to the fact previously mentioned that items 
pertinent to these indices were not discussed at the meeting. 
This reasoning does not hold true entirely for the Company 
Attitude Index, however. There are only two items which might 
conceivably be discussed at such a meeting. They are related 
to "treatment of employees" and "government control of the 
company". Other than these two items, the respondents could 
have reasonably gained their reaction related to the other 
three items by observation of the company representatives on 
the panel; that is, these three items could show an effect of 
the meeting without any specific reference to them in the 
discussion. On the item related to "treatment of employees" 
17% in the high scoring response "treated very well 11 changed 
to 11 no idea". Perhaps this was due to a very short discussion 
regarding a problem of a new employee coming to the island to 
replace another who had been a resident on the island for the 
past four years. This discussion may have raised some 
unanswered questions the day after the meeting or shortly 
thereafter. 
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Another factor which might further contribute to the 
lowering of overall attitudes is that there is no provocation 
for many of the respondents to think about problems which 
were or might have been discussed. The people arrive at 
these meetings with no true knowledge or understanding of 
what they will do at the meeting. Certainly, they are 
familiar with the words "town meeting" and what generally 
happens in regards to governmental procedure, but the Tele-
phone Town Meeting may mean nothing more to them than word 
association. This is not to infer that this association is 
valueless, but it does not provoke people to think about 
problems which the company is interested in discovering and 
in clearing up. Perhaps those that stay away from the meeting 
do so because they 11 don't expect such a big company" to be 
interested in their problems. 
Several questions asked for the respondent to indicate 
his own reaction to the meeting. It is interesting to note 
that all but 4 felt that is was "a good idea for the company 
to have local meetings like this." To this question three 
had "no opinion" and one "no answer". The following question 
asked "why they felt that way"; 31 gave very favorable respon-
ses and 22 umde no comment. 
Another question asked, "Do you feel differently toward 
the Telephone Company after having attended this Town 
Meeting?" Nineteen respondents indicated that they felt no 
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change; 23 :felt that they had "gone up;" 8 were "not sure"; 
3 "no answer", and none felt that they had "gone down". In 
cross-referencing these responses with the three indices 
there were only six who increased on one or all indices with 
out negative decreases; four of these felt that they bad not 
changed. There were 21 respondents who decreased on one or 
more index with out increase in any; 7 of these felt they had 
increased in attitude and 8 felt no change had occured. Of 
the five who remained static on all three indices, four felt 
they had "gone up 11 ; the other was not sure. Twenty-one 
respondents had negative and positive reaction combined 
which does not allow cross reference. It is curious to note 
that not one respondent of the 53 indicated that he felt his 
opinion had "gone down". 
The results referred to in the preceding pages and shown 
in the index indicate a definite negative pattern even in the 
case of the Service Attitude Index which shows a slight in-
crease. Further study through additional surveys would be 
necessary to verify this negative trend, however, the author 
makes the following recommendations baaed upon this trend and 
by observation, which may or may not improve the program; 
First, :from observation and survey data, it seems that 
those areas which were not discussed, or discussed too briefly, 
contributed heavily to the negative reaction by leaving the 
individual~ mind open to misinterpretation or misunderstanding. 
For this reason it is suggested that the moderator should 
probe the minds of the audience in such a way that problems, 
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which may not seem important to the individual but which in 
great measure influence his attitude, are brought into the 
open. The moderator should not have any qualms about bringing-
out these problems, because one purpose of the "Town Meeting 
is to learn about the problems in these remote areas. 
Second, the results indicate perhaps that these people 
come to meetings unprepared; not knowing what is going to be 
discussed nor how free they will be to ask questions. After 
they arrive, they are suddenly asked what their problems are. 
Perhaps some method of provoking their thinking about problems 
a short time before the meeting would be helpful. Also, 
giving them some information about what to expect at the 
meeting would partially help solve the problem. Instead of 
sending out formal invitations, it is felt that mailing a 
printed pamphlet giving the background of the meeting; its 
historical origin, etc., plus a discription of what happens 
at the meeting might solve the problem. There should be some 
mention of the three areas of Cost, Company and Service as 
represented in the survey questionnaire. The pamphlet should 
also inform the recipient that he will be able to ask any 
question related to these areas and to engage the panel in a 
frank discussion of any problems. 
Third, perhaps another way to clear up this negative 
after-thought reaction would be to hand each person in 
attendance a self-addressed, stamped card upon which they 
may write any problems or questions which come to mind after 
the meeting. When received by the company, those questions 
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which affect the whole community could be collected and the 
solutions or answers printed in the form of a newsletter to 
be sent to all subscribers. Those problems which pertain 
only to the individual can be separately delt with. 
Fourth, from observation the author noticed that at 
Shelburne Falls the panel came equipped with visual aids 
(maps of the area, charts, and large sheets of news-stock 
for graphic illustration) plus records of subscribers in that 
exchange; whereas, no visual aids or records were brought to 
Block Island by the panel. True, the panel does not know 
what to expect except in some cases certain known problems. 
In addition to the pamphlet suggested in #2 above, a neturn-
mail card or folding-letter-envelope could be enclosed on 
which the individual could write his questions or problems. 
Perhaps the return would only be 10%, but from these questions 
the panel may better prepare themselves to put an idea across 
60% more effectively without having to "talk off the top of 
their head" or embarass themselves by not being able to give 
a complete answer or no answer at all. The secondary effect 
of this card might be the stimulation of thought concerning 
problems in the minds of the townspeople. In this way, many 
more will come to the meeting prepared to ask questions. 
Fifth, attendance at these meetings appears to be some-
what of a problem. If those who attend contact 12% of those 
who do not attend, as figures show for Shelburne Falls, it 
would be beneficial to have a large number in attendance so 
that this indirect effect of the meeting might reach a greater 
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percentage of townspeople. Perhaps it might help, as the 
author understands that it did in Worthington, to make the 
leader of the town's governmental body the host and co-chair-
man of the Town Meeting. Why do this? Because individuals 
often regard the telephone company as a distant entity, it 
might be (as partially indicated by survey results) that only 
those who are highly disposed toward the company come to the 
meetings. If this is true, then, by having some prominent, 
well-liked member of the community acting as host, a larger 
number of people may be drawn through their identification 
with him. As mentioned before, this was done with success 
in another town, and it is felt that this procedure merits 
inclusion in the permanent design of this program. 
Sixth, it is understood that the company did not indicate 
to these people that this meeting was to be an annual event. 
It is the author's contention that, to impress these people 
with the idea that the company is interested in them and 
their town, the Telephone Town Meeting should be a conhnual 
one, held annually or semi-annually. 
With full realization that there is some cost factor 
involved in carrying out this plan, it is felt that the 
possible dividends returned by creating more favorable rela-
tions and communications merit consideration of making this 
an annual event. Cost factors involved are the printing of 
invitations and posters, mailing fees, advertising on radio 
or newspaper, refreshments and cost of transporting the panel 
members. The panel members receive no remuneration unless 
" 
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they are non-management personnel. 
EVALUATION OF THE SURVEYS AND RECOMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE SURVEYS 
As previously stated, the author realizes that although 
the survey work presented herein represents a large under-
taking, the findings cannot be regarded as conclusive without 
additional survey work to substantiate this negative trend. 
It is felt that the method and design used in the Block 
Island Survey is more beneficial in studying the direct 
effect of this program than those used at Shelburne Falls. 
~oo little was known about the 35 who attended the meeting 
at Shelburne Falls to make any judgement or to compare them 
with Group A or B. 
Regarding the study of the indirect effect of the meeting 
upon those who do not attend, the Shelburne Falls Study cannot 
be relied upon for conclusive results because the data gathered 
in this manner cannot be significantly compared in the case 
of Groups A and B. There are too many unknowns about the 
respondents in each sample to allow necessary comparisons of 
data. Results indicate that the indirect effect of the meeting 
will be proportionate to the direct effect of the meeting and 
of the promotion; therefore, it is felt that the measurement 
necessary to study the indirect effect of the meeting is not 
of primary importance, and if attempted, a greater degree of 
correlation between before and after samples should be 
achieved, or better yet, the same respondents should be used 
in both surveys. 
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It is recommended that any ruture surveys of the effect 
of this program follow the design and method of the Block 
Island Study and not that or the Shelburne Falls Study for 
the following reason: 
Comparison of the design and method of two studies 
indicates that the results gathered by a design such as that 
of the Shelburne Falls Survey for Groups A, B and C could not 
furnish conclusive information regarding the success or 
failure or the Telephone Town Meeting program. Although 
groups A and B were to have been representative samples of 
the community, the author is convinced that too little infor-
mation concerning the backgrounds of the respondents was 
gathered to make valid comparison between groups. As for 
Group c, it is a false assumption that any type of comparison 
between its scores and those of Groups A and B can be made, 
not only because of basic knowledge of the respondents back-
ground, but because the percentage of the total universe is 
too small to make the comparison statistically significant. 
The method and design used in the Shelburne Falls Survey 
would render valuable results only if more inrormation were 
obtained concerning the socio-economic factors of the respon-
dents in each group. Gathering this information is often 
difficult and time consuming. Therefore, it is suggested 
that design and method of the Block Island Survey be used. 
In this survey there is less chanae o~ misinterpretation in 
a comparison between attitudes berore and after the event; 
the erfect of the program is studied directly from those who 
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are exposed to the stimulus. 
In making a study of this nature, a survey of the after 
etteots ot the meeting should be taken more immediately after 
the meeting than were the two studies presented here. In 
three weeks' time (Blook Island Study) other intervening 
variables may ooour to ~teat the overall attitude whioh are 
foreign to the meeting. The author oheoked with oompany ot-
tioials and found nothing to their knowledge had oooured after 
the meeting whioh might adversely affeot the respondent atti-
tudes, although something might very well have oooured whioh 
oould have negatively intluenoed their attitudes. One week's 
time should be suttioient tor the looal ottioe to make a rea-
sonable number of adjustments regarding problems discussed at 
the meeting, so that the after survey oould be held at least 
seven days after the event. This time taotor of oourse must 
·vary with the nature of problem under oorreotion. Certainly, 
it the oompany representatives have promised that a problem 
will be oorreoted in a matter of days, the taking of a survey 
before the completion of the repair work may register a nega-
tive reaotion. Nevertheless, it is recommended that, when 
possible, the respondents be tested at least one week after 
the meeting. 
It would be advantageous to add the following questions 
to the sohedule of items tor the purpose ot obtaining more in-
formation in order that survey data might be more validly in-
terpreted. 
Add to the before questionnaire any question relating to 
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a known problem, in order to ascertain whether the respondent 
is aware or the existence of such a problem. 
Add to the after survey the rollowing questions or ones 
similar to them; 
1. Do you have any questions about Telephone 
service ( ) 
Cost of Telephone 
service ( ) 
(If checked) 
Please write your question below 
This item will help to determine whether or not the 
respondent is more aware of problems after the meeting than 
before. By checking with the record of the meeting, it could 
be determined to what extent this negative trend is attributed 
to latent reaction. 
2. Have you talked with anyone about the meeting 
who did not attend. 
No ( ) 
Yes ( ) 
About how many -----
(If yes) Did they mention that they felt it 
a good idea ( ) 
not a good idea ( ) 
a waste of money ( ) 
They voiced no opinion( ) 
In regard to the selection of areas to hold a Town Meet-
ing which is to be surveyed, it is felt that at least one of 
these surveyed meetings should be held in an area where 
there is a know problem, such as a town where customers 
have been patiently awaiting their manual service to be 
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converted to dial. By doing this, the survey can be more 
e~~ectively evaluated. It is di~~icult to study positive 
changes in samples which are very ~avorable prior to the 
meeting, because there are too ~ew in the sample with low 
scores to make a study o~ positive e~~ect. 
EVALUATION OF THE PROGRAM AND ITS POSSIBLE APPLICATIONS 
Although the survey data shows a negative trend in at-
titudes, with the additions and modi~ications in the program 
as mentioned above, the meetings can prove to be more valu-
able in improving the intangible •••• the attitudes o~ the com-
munity, as well as the tangible; those problems which can be 
physically corrected. 
By name and design, the Telephone Town Meeting is well 
suited to the New England rural community. This does not 
mean that it cannot be used e~~ectively out o~ its natural 
geographic environment. Six other telephone companies out-
side the New England area have used the same program (without 
changing the name) in rural areas. In Tennessee, Southern 
Bell Telephone and Telegraph Company used the meeting with 
some degree o~ success. 
For some areas, however, it might be worth while to 
change the title or name o~ the event to ~it the local 
government pattern, such as; Telephone School District 
Meeting, Town Council Meeting, Grange Meeting or whatever the 
type o~ rural government is named. This need not be done 
necessarily, ~or most people are ~amiliar with what utown 
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meeting• stands for. And too, if an explanatory pamphlet is 
mailed out with the invitation there can be no doubt about 
what will happen at the meeting. 
The use of the program need not apply exclusively to 
rural areas as the Telephone Company demonstrated in November 
in the City of Boston. The company held a •Telephone Town 
Meeting - City Style• in the South Boston area to explain to 
the people in that locale the reasons for changing long estab-
lished telephone numbers in a large housing project. Of 
course, such a meeting would not be effective on a city wide 
basis, however, wherever there is a small community this 
conference-discussion type meeting can be effective. The 
program can be used to solve problems - to explain the reason 
for company practices - in any small area. An open frank 
discussion of problems is mutually beneficial to the public 
and company if presented properly. In rural areas the pro-
gram should be more perpetual than the •tire fighting• use 
to which it was put in South Boston. The public in these 
small towns will suspect the company of coming to them only 
when there is a problem, not because they are interested in 
the community at any other time than when bills are collect-
able. 
In regard to the proposal of making this program an 
annual event, once this has been established and a problem 
should arise which merits holding a special meeting, the 
company can do so without raising suspicion. 
Any company, large or small, can benefit from such 
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community meetings. An annual or semi-annual meeting of this 
nature will bring the community and company closer together, 
giving the townspeople the impression that the company doesn't 
only want them to come and listen to company officials speak 
about the company, but that the company wants to listen to the 
problems and interests of the community. 
This program is not limited to utilities or any special 
business. Wherever or whenever a company has the desire to 
become better acquainted with, more active in, and better liked 
by a community, there is no better way than having a periodic 
frank discussion about the status quo. 
In conclusion, the findings presented in this thesis, if 
proved to be conclusive and valid, would indicate that the 
present design in the program is not achieving the desired 
goals of improving attitudes. 
From observation and personal interview, the author feels 
that the meetings are mutually beneficial to the community and 
company. One such case in point comes to mind regarding the 
town of Bradford, Maine. !he meeting there brought out the de-
sire of the community to have extended area service (be able to 
call bordering communities without contacting the long distance 
operator). When told that this extended service would increase 
base rates, the townspeople were still in favor of the change. 
The Manager in Bangor, Maine, two towns away was unaware of 
this desire. The change to extended service was not only 
helpful to the community but financially beneficial to the 
company. No doubt the attitude toward the company in the 
area became more favorable as a result of the change. 
As this case illustrated, the program does increase 
the two-way communication network with areas previously 







Groue A Groue B Gr oue c Before 
Number of Representa-
tives 392 407 3.5 16 
Service Attitude Index 9.5.4 91.0 91.0 91.6 
Cost Attitude Index 6.5.2 63.6 6.5.8 74.8 
Company Attitude Index 71.6 69.7 7.5. 8 78.9 
ATTITUDE TOWARD SERVICE 
Question: Is there anything about your service that is in 
any way unsatisfactory? 
Nothing unsatisfactory 86.7 
Something unsatisfactory 9.2 










Question: In general, would you say the telephone service 




















Question: Can you recall any annoying occasions when you 
were particularly annoyed by something the telephone people 










Question: Are you treated the way you 
people at the Telephone Company? 
Always feel I am 6.5.8 63.6 
Usually feel I am 30.4 29.2 
Sometimes feel I am not 1.0 2.0 
No answer 2.8 .5.2 
like 
Question: Do you feel the Company is doing 
give good service or could it do more? 
Doing all it can 59.7 5.5.8 
Could do more 5.1 4-4 
No opinion 30.9 34.9 
No answer 4.3 4.9 
n.o 
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ATTITUDE TOWARD COST 
Group D Group D 
Group A Group B Group C Before After 
Number of Respondents 392 407 35 16 16 
Question: In your opinion, is the Company doing all it can 
to keep down the cost of service to telephone users, 
or could it do more? 
Doing all it can 











Question: Do you regard your telephone as: 
an absolute necessity 
A necessity 























Question: Do you feel you get your money's worth out of 
your telephone? 
Always feel I do 
Usually feel I do 

















Question: In general, do you think telephone rates are low, 
reasonable, or higher than they should be? 
Low 
Reasonable 
































ATTITUDE TOWARD COMPANY 
Number of Respondents Group A Group B 
392 4o7 
Group D Group D 
Group C Before After 
35 16 16 
Question: How well do you think the Telephone Company is run? 
Very well 48.4 47-4 57.1 68.8 56.2 
Fairly well 9.2 6.4 17.1 12.5 18.8 
Not very well 
38.8 12.5 25.0 No opinion 3?.1 22.9 
No answer 3.6 9.1 2.9 6.2 
Question: Do you feel there should be more or less government 
control of the Telephone Company? 
Less 19.4 22.4 31.4 25.0 25.0 
Same as now 19.4 16.2 17.1 12.5 18.8 
More 2.0 1.2 2.9 6.2 6.2 
No opinion 54.0 50.1 45.7 43.8 5o.o 
No answer 7.2 10.1 2.9 12.5 
Question: What reputation do you feel the Telephone Company 
has in your community? 
Excellent 33.2 32.4 25.7 31.3 12.5 
Good 46.9 43.0 40.0 56.2 43.7 
Fair 2.0 1.5 11.4 12.5 25.0 
Poor 
No opinion 14.8 15.7 20.0 18.8 
No answer 3.1 7.4 2.9 
Question: How do you feel the Telephone Company treats its 
employees? 
Very well 41.6 42.0 54.3 5o.o 43.8 
Fairly well 5.6 4-7 5.7 18.8 6.2 
Not very well 6.2 
No idea 5o.8 45.0 37.1 18.8 5o.o 
No answer 2.0 8.3 2.9 6.2 
Question: How much effort does it appear to you the Telephone 
Company makes to keep the public informed about 
the business? 
A great deal 




























NU!llber of Respondents 53 
Service Attitude Index 93.7 
Cost Attitude Index 87.3 
Company Attitude Index 86.1 
ATTITUDE TOWARD SERVICE 
54 
After Point Value 
53 
93.8 
82 • .5 
78.4 
Question: Is there anything about your service that is in 









Question: In general would you say the telephone service 

















Question: Can you recall any annoying occasion when you 
were particularly annoyed by something the tele-










Question? Are you treated the way you like to be 
by people at the Telephone 
Always feel I am 66.0 
Usually feel I am 32.1 
Sometimes feel I am not 
No answer 1.9 
Question: Do you feei the Company is 
give good service or 
Doing all it can 











doing all it 


















ATTITUDE TOWARD COST 
Q.uestion: In your opinion, is the Company 
to keep down cost of service to 
or could it do more? 
Before 
Doing all it can 56.6 
Could do more 17.0 
No opinion 13.2 
No answer 13.2 
Question: Do you regard your telephone as: 
An absolute necessity 
A necessity 
Mainly a convenience 
No answer 
Question: Do you feel 
telephone? 
Always feel I do 
Usually feel I do 






































Question: In general, do you think telephone rates are low, 
reasonable, or higher than they should be? 
Low 
Reasonable 

















ATTITUDE TOWARD COMPANY 
Question: How well do you think the Telephone Company is run? 
Before 
Very well 75.4 
Fairly well 15.1 
Not very well 
5.7 No opinion 











Question: Do you feel there should be more or less government 
control of the Telephone Company? 
Less 
















What reputation do you feel 



















































Question: How much effort does it appear to you the Telephone 
Company makes to keep the public informed about the 
business? 
A great deal 




















REACTIONS TO THE TELEPHONE 
TOWN MEEI'ING 
SHELBURNE FALLS SURVh"'Y 





Question: Recently the Telephone Company held a "Town Meeting" 
in the Cowles Gymnasium at Arms Academy, did you 
attend? 
(If you did) How did you like the meeting? 
1 Yes, Very well 5.9 68.6 
2 Yes, Fairly well 1.7 20.0 
3 Yes, Not very well .5 5.7 
4 Yes, No opinion 5 Yes, No answer .5 5.7 
6 No 88.0 
7 No answer 3.4 
(If you did not) Have you talked with anyone 




If 1-2-3-4 or 7 in above question 
BLOCK ISLAND SURVEY 
Number of Respondents 
Question: Recentlr,, the Telephone Company 







held a "Town 
Did you~attend 
53 
(If you did) How did you like the meeting? 
Yes, Very well 
Yes, Fairly well 
Yes, Not very well 
Yes, No opinion 







REACTIONS TO THE TELEPHONE 
TOWN MEETING 
(Continued) 
BLOCK ISLAND SURVEY 
58 
(The following question was inserted to determine why the 
people attended the meeting. The numerical figures represent 
a multiple recording and are not in percentages,) 
Question? What prompted you to go to this meeting? 
Wanted to learn more about the Telephone Company 34 
Wanted to meet the local Telephone Management people 34 
Wanted to register a complaint 4 
Wanted to be entertained 5 
Other 7 
"Curiosity, wanted to know what a •Town Meeting' was," 
11 My husband felt that we should, since both of us 
have worked for the company," 
"Served lunch. 11 
"Because we were invited" 
"Thought that if the Telephone Company offered such an 
opportunity, that I should supp,ort them by going," 
11Hired to serve buffet supper. 1 
"Wanted to hear what the reasons for the meetings were, 
what other people might complain of - meet telephone 
personnel," 
No answer 
Question: Do you think it is a good 
for the Telephone Company 
like this? 
A good idea 
Not a good idea 
No opinion 
No answer 





idea or not a good idea 
to have local meetings 
(figures in percent)92.3 
58.5 
41.5 
Question: Do you feel any differently toward the Telephone 
Company after having attended this Telephone Town 
Meeting? 
(If yes) Has your opinion about the Company 
Yes, Gone up 43.4 
Yes, Gone down 
15.1 Yes., Not sure 
No 35.9 
No answer 5.7 
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APPENDIX C 
The following page lists the scores of respondents in 
the Block Island Survey, with codes indicating positive and 
negative change in attitude or static reaction. No code 
indicates ambivalent scores in the three indices. 
(<!<) 5 respondents remained static on all three indices 
(---) 5 respondents decreased in attitude on all three 
indices 
(--) ll respondents decreased in attitude on two indices 
and remained static on the other 
(-) 6 respondents decreased in attitude on ~ index 
and remained static on the other two 
(++) 5 respondents increased in attitude on ~ indices 
and remained static on the other 
I+) l respondent increased in attitude on~ index 
and remained static on the other two 
(not marked) 20 respondents were ambivalent or had both 
plus and minus changes in attitudes 
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SCORES OF RESPONDENTS IN BL.OCK ISLAND SURVEY 
SERVICE COST COMPANY 
ATTITUDE ATTITUDE ATTITUDE 
INDEX INDEX INDEX 
Respondent 
1 14-15 12-12 13-12 
2 13-lQ 12-10 13- 8 ---
3 13-13 8- 9 8- 9 ++ 
~ 5- 8 10-12 14-13 10-10 6- 5 6- 8 
6 15-15 12-12 14-12 -
7 11-12 12- 9 11-8 
8 4- 4 5- 8 5- 9 ++ 
9 11-12 12- 8 7- 5 
10 9-12 2- 6 5- 3 
11 12-15 6- 5 11-15 
12 12-15 9 - 8 13-11 
13 8- 8 8- 8 13-13 " 
14 14-10 11-10 13-13 --
15 15-14 3- 5 12-13 
16 6- 9 4- 4 10-11 ++ 
17 13-14 6- 9 10- 9 
18 12-15 7-10 14-10 
19 15-15 12-12 14-14 .,, 
20 11-13 11-11 14-15 ++ 
21 13-14 8- 8 13-13 + 
22 12-12 6- 5 12-10 --
" 
23 5- 5 6- 6 4- 4 " 
24 5- 5 6- 5 6- 5 --25 5-11 10- 8 8- 6 
26 15-12 11-11 14-15 
27 15-14 10- 4 13-13 
28 14-10 5- 5 13-11 
29 15-13 9- 6 10- 8 
30 13-13 10- 8 7- 7 
31 15-15 9-10 15- 7 
32 15-15 12- 9 14-13 
33 13-12 5- 9 13-11 
34 15-14 12-10 13-10 35 15-15 12-12 13-10 -
36 13-13 7- 9 12-11 
37 10-10 9- 5 12-12 -
38 14-15 11-9 12-13 
39 9- 8 9- 9 10- 9 --
40 14-13 12- 6 10- 8 ---
41 13-15 11-7 11-11 
42 14-11 8- 8 8- 4 --
43 14- 9 8- 8 8- 4 --
44 11-11 9- 0 11-11 " 
' 45 5-10 5- 6 6- 6 ++ 
46 14-11 9- 9 9-10 
47 15-14 12- 8 7- 7 --
48 15-13 12- 8 13-10 ---
49 15-15 10-10- 13- 9 -
5o 15-15 12-12 14-14 " 
51 5- 4 6- 6 8- 9 
52 15-15 11-11 15-1!1. -
53 15-15 12-12 14-13 -
Index 
93.?-93.8 87.3-82.5 86.1-78.4 
APPJiillULl D 
BLOCK IS!J<.ND STUDY 




AFT E R 
93.8 
Scores 
The following notes Ppply to this and the two follov!ing cherts: 
NUmbers above bars indicate score frequency, 
TOP GRAPH: Score frenuency of "Before" Survey. 
Numbers prefixed by 11 + 11 and "-" indicate seore change 
occuring irfi'.After• Survey, while 110" indicates no change. 
BOI'TOM GRAPH: Score frequency of "After" Survey 
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Numbers ,,,,ithin bars indicate score clisposit1on in "Before" Survey 
Dash (-) indicates no change 
Color has been added for ease of visual scanning. 
Red indicates increase in score (+) 
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A STUDY OF MOVEMEIIT OF RESPONDENTS IN THE BLOCK ISLAND SURVEY 
Number of 
Number of Number of respondents 
respondents who respondents who who 
~es. INCREASED in DECREASED in remained 
No. their e.tti tude their attitude static 
SERVICE 1 5 4 5 
ATTITUDE 
INDEX 2 5 9 23 
3 8 2 5 
4 5 10 12 
3 6 6 
1 7 19 15 
COST 
ATTITUDE 2 2 7 12 
INDEX 
" 
3 5 8 20 
7 8 
1 3 7 10 
2 4 8 3.5 
COMPANY 
ATTITUDE 3 3 15 21 
INDEX 
4 3 11 14 
5 9 8 12 
This group 
scored below 
3 on each 




SHELBURNE FALLS sr UDY 
SCORES FOR GROUP D 
SERVICE COST COMPANY 
ATTITUDE ATTITUDE ATTITUDE 
INDEX INDEX INDEX 
Respondent 
1 12-12 4-10 9-13 
2 15-14 12-12 13-14 
3 14-12 6- 3 12- 5 
4 15-14 6- 3 6- 6 
5 15-ll ll-5 14- 8 
6 13-15 5- 8 ll-10 
7 15-15 ll-8 15- 9 
8 10-15 4- 0 5- 7 
9 8-15 6- 6 6- 6 
10 ll-7 3- 0 12-12 
ll 4- 7 8-ll 8- 7 
12 5- 5 10- 0 8- 8 
13 15-15 8- 9 14-ll 
14 14-14 ll-10 13-14 
15 7- 4 5- 6 7- 9 
16 14-14 12- 7 8- 7 
Index 91.6-91.6 74.8-6o.o 78.9-73.9 
Service Cost Company 
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GRAPHS OF ATTITUDE INDICES FOR TOWN MEETING GROUPS AND OTHER 
DIAL AREAS OF THE COMPANY 
The three graphs on the following pages are presented 
to show how the survey groups compare with other areas of 
the Company. Both survey areas were dial exchanges, there-
fore, the indices of these groups are compared with indices 
of other dial areas. 
Block Island and Shelburne Falls - Survey Areas 
East Greenwich, R. I. - Central Office for Block Island 
exchange and other dial exchanges 
Rhode Island Company - State area - average indices of 
dial customer exchanges - Rhode 
Island is 95% dial 
New England Tel. & Tel. Co. - Five state area - average 
indices for dial exchanges -
Company is 83% dial 
American Tel. & Tel. - National Area - average indices 
for dial exchanges - Nation is 
88% dial 
) ) 
GRAPHS OF ATTITUDE INDICES FOR TOWN MEETING GROUPS AND OTHER 
DIAL, AREAS OF THE COMPANY 
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East Greenwich, R, I. 
Rhode Island Company 
New England Tel, & Tel, Co, 




















GRAPHS OF ATTITUDE INDICES FOR TOWN MEETING GROUPS AND arHER 








.no. ~ ~ 
ZP:: 
Block Island, R, I, Before 53 
After 53 
Shelburne Falls Group D Before 16 
Massachusetts Group DAfter 16 
Group C 35 
Group A 392 
Group B 407 
East Greenwich, R. I. 41 
Rhode Island Company 939 
New England Tel. & Tel. Co. 4,879 
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GRAPHS OF A'l'riTUDE INDICES FOR TOWN MEETING GROUPS AND OTHER 
DIAL AREAS OF THE COMPANY 
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Group B 
East Greenwich, R, I, 
Rhode Island Company 
New England Tel. & Tel. Co, 



















11 t 11 'I'EST OF SIGNIFICANCE IN SCORES OF 'I' HE BLOCK ISLAND SURVEY 
COST INDEX 
Difference (D) between the 
sum of scores at Time #l (Xl) 
and Time #2 (X2) 
D = .x:l - x2 
12 X 14 = 168 12 X 7 = 84 
llx 6 = 66 llx 3 = 33 
lOx 5 = 50 lOx 6 = 60 
9x 7 = 63 9xl0 = 90 
8x 5 = 40 8xll = 88 
7x 2 = 14 7xl = 7 
6x 7 = 42 6x6 = 36 
5x 4 = 20 5x 7 = 35 
4x l = 4 4x 2 = 8 
3x l = 3 3x 0 = 0 
2x 1 = 2 2x 0 = 0 
lx 0 = 0 lx 0 = 0 
~ = 8.91 4i~ = 8.33 
8.91 
-~ D = .58 
Sum of the Differences (.;£D) 
+lx 3 =+3 
+2X 3 =+6 
+3X 3 =+9 
+4x 2 =+8 
-lx 6 =-6 
-2x 5 =-10 
-3x 3 =-9 
-4x 5 =-20 
-6x 2 =-12 
-31 ( Z: D) = -31 















2 = l X 3 = 3 
2 = 4 X 3 = 12 
2 = 9 X 3 = 27 
2 =16 X 2 = 32 
2 = l X 6 = 6 
2 = 4 X 5 = 20 
2 = 9 X 3 = 27 
2 =16 X 5 = 80 
2 =36 X 2 = 72 
279 
D- D 







t = 1.88 
.10)p).o5 




"!:.." TEST OF SIGNIFICANCE IN SCORES OF THE BLOCK ISLAND SURVEY 
C 0 M P A N Y I N D E X 
Difference (D) between the 
sum of scores at Time #1 (Xl) 
and Time #2 (X2) 
D = x1 - x2 
15 X 2 = 30 
14x 9 = 126 
13xl3 = 169 
12x 5 = 60 
llx 4 = 44 
lOx 5 = 5o 
9x 1 = 9 
8x 5 = 40 
7x 3 = 21 
6x 3 = 18 
5x 2 = 10 
4x 1 = 4 
Jx 0 = 0 
2x 0 = 0 
lx 0 = 0 
15x 3 = 45 
14x 3 = 42 
13x 9 =117 
12x 3 = 36 
llx 7 = 77 
lOx 6 = 60 
9x 6 = 54 
8x 5 = 40 
7x 3 = 21 
6x 2 = 12 
5x 2 = 10 
4x 3 = 12 
3x 1 = 3 
2x 0 = 0 
lx 0 = 0 
( ..:_ D2) Sum of Differences Squared < 
(+1) ( +2) 
(+4) 
(-1) 
(-2) ( -3) 
(-4) (-5) (-8) 
t = 
2 = 1 X 8 = 8 
2 = 4 X 1 = 4 
2 = 16 X 2 = 32 
2 = 1 X 9 = 9 
2 = 4 X 10 = 40 
2 = 9 X 4 = J6 
2 = 16 X 4 = 64 
2 = 25 X 1 = 25 
2 • 64 X 1 =~ 
D - D 
N ( ~D~) - ( ~D)2 
N2 (N-1) 
• 98 - 0 . 
( ~D'): 28~ 
:m= 53 1o.96 sg~ = 9.98 t = j 10.96 
-9.98 
.98 D = .98 
Sum of the Differences (~D) 
+ lx 8 = + 8 
+2x 1 = + 2 
+4x 2=+8 
- lx 9 = - 9 
- 2X 10 = -20 
- Jx 4 = -12 
- 4x 4 = -16 
5x 1 = - 5 
- 8x 1 = - 8 
-70 
+18 
-52 (~D)= 52 
t = 
.98 
j 14;946 - 2704 146,068 
t = r-::-:..-'·~9;f-8o;----/ 12,242 v 146,068 
t = .98 
\1 .(,)838 
t = 3.39 
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THIS IS THE QUESTIONNAIRE USED IN THE SHELBURNE FALLS SURVEY 
FOR GROUPS A & D 
'We ~~~ M a.huu; II SIM4 o/t 
~~Se/UI.ic.£mS~qa/U 
lid 'WoH!d .P~ 'llowz, (!)~ 
We think Y04J will enioy omwering the questions in this booklet, 
relating to telephone sorvko in Shelbume Falls and the Telephone 
Company. 
Hoving your frank opinions will help us in our efforts to keep you 
informed about the telephone business and to provide the servko yotJ 
would nke to hove. 
Most of tho questions con be answered by putting a check mark 
In the square (iJ opposite tho answer which comes closest to what 
you think. 
Please do not discuss tho questions with anyone before you hove 
Ollod In y0v1 anawof'a (U It b your own opinion• that wo oro OnltiOut 
to have. 
Will you ploo•e on1wer all of tho questions. You need not ilgn 
your nome unless you core to. Please hove tho form ready 10 the 
interviewer can pkk It up, as arranged. 
Thank you for your ~operation. 
NORMAN M. CLARKE, Monoger 
NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY 
About how long hove you had telephone 
service al this addrouf 
Do yov hovo a private Uno, or a party line? 
leu lhan o yoor 0 
One lo (/vo yoorr 0 




Man ,,_ (our"f)Orty 0 
Your Telephone Service In General 
Is ther. anything about your service that is 
in any way umatisfactoryf 
Yo• D 
No D 
(If Y01) What is unsatisfactoryL _____ ,,,_, .. ___ ......................... . 
·····-·-·-····-···-··-·· ·-·--··· ·····-·-··--- ----·--···---·-···----· 
In golloral, would you say tho lolophone 
service you ore getting is pOOt, fair, good, 
or oxcollentf 
How much room for improvement do you 
think thoro is In your telephone servicef 





A wltalo lot D 
A lolr amounl D 
Only o IIHio 0 
None of all 0 
needs improvementf -------- --·- - -····-········- --·-··--.. ····-·------------- --
------·--·-----·--··· ...... ····----------------------·-···---·------····-···-···---
Can you reooll any a«as.ion when you were 
particularly an.nayed by something tto tole-
phone people did, or failed to do' 
Yos D 
NoD 
(If Yol) What was it'-. .......................................................................... .. 
............. . ............ . ................................ 40 . ..................................................... . .. 
Aro you treated tho way you like to be 
treated by pooplo at tho T olophono Com· 
ponyf 
Do you fool tho Company is doing all it con 
to give good servke, or could it do n.oref 
Compared with other places~ would you say 
telephone service here Is: 
2 
Somotlmo• fool I om rtof 0 
Uwally fool I om 0 
Alwayt 1 .. 1 I om 0 
C.Wid do moro D 
Dohlg all fl ..... 0 
No oplniaft 0 
WonoD 
Ahouf ,,. - D 
s.tlor 0 
No opinion 0 
When You Malee Local Calls 
I• there any delay in gelling !he "dial tone" 
when you want to make a colll 
Do you get wrong numben when you make 
local ccllat 
Do you encounter any difficulties when you 
cell numbers In: Ashfleld (MA yfcir 8); Charle-
mont (EO gewood 9), Colrain (NA lionel 4); 
Conway (EM anon 9), Greanfteld (PR aJCOII 
2-4), Heath (FE deral 7); So. Halifax, Vt. 
(MA rl<et 4)9 
(II you do) What 1eem. to be tho diflicvltyl •••. 
Ollort O 




Fairly often 0 
Occosioncl/y 0 
So/dom or nowr 0 
Olton 0 
Folrly olton 0 
Occooiono//y 0 
Hover 0 
-·---· ... -··-~··-··-·-·---·-----·-·-·····-······· ·--- ···-··-····~ 
After you hove placed a call, does an oper· 
ator ever c:ome In on the line and o.sk, "What 
number did you coli, p lecaet" 
(If JO) De theae oparctcn •eem •lew In 
coming In on the tlnet 
Do you hove any difllculty understanding 




Folrly often 0 
Occmlono//y 0 
So/dom or novor 0 
Ofton O 
Folr/y olton 0 
OccctJionolly 0 
Hovor O 
(If yw do) Whot I• the difficultyL- •• ·-······-·--····--· ... .. .......... -
············-·················-·-·~··· ·-·-·--··-··· -· ··-··-··-·--················-··--· 
When you place o call and you oro sure some· 
one is there, do you fall to get on ons:werf 
3 
Olton 0 
Fcitly olton 0 
Occmiono//y 0 
So/dom or never 0 
When You Make Local Calls (Continued) 
Do yov have dlfli.,lty hearing Of' making 
yovrsoll hoard on local calls? 
Do you hear noises on the line! 
(If you do) What kind of noises ore thoyf 
Hum or 8vu 0 Clicb or llcmgt 0 
Crocfdittg 0 faint Vokoo 0 
Oft., O 
Foitly oltott 0 
o.ly occosJonolly 0 
Almod novor 0 
Olton 0 
Folrly olton 0 
Only oocodonolly 0 
Almotl novor 0 
When You Dial Information 
II you NEVER dial Information. CHECK HERE 0 and skip 
th"• que1tion:J. 
Are the Information operators slow in 
answoring9 
Do they seem slow ln Anding the numbe-r you 
wontf 
lvo they IHiablo to flnd tho numb or yov wontf 
Olton 0 
Folriy olten 0 
Oocoolonofly 0 
Soldom or novor 0 
0/t.., O 
Foltly olten 0 
Ooc01ionolly 0 
Soldom or nowr 0 
Olton 0 
Fatly olton 0 
Occodono/Jy 0 
Nover O 
(If 10) What soomsto bo tho reasanL ............................................. _ .. .. 
........................................................................ , .. _ ........... _ ...... ··-··············· 
4 
When You Dial Operator 
When you dial "Operator'' ( .. 0" on tho dial), 
ore they dow in on.sweringf 
If yO<J wont to get tho operator bock on the 
line, Is •he •low In coming lnf 
0#10ft 0 
Folrly olte 0 
Occorioloolfy 0 
s.IJom "' ,...,., 0 
Olton 0 
F..trly olton 0 
Occoslonol/y 0 
Solclom or novor 0 
W6ea You CIJII "!01111 Dlst1111ce" 
Are y® r Long Distance coils slow in going 
thrO<Jghf 
Olloa O 
Foitly olton 0 
Otcadody 0 
N.ver O 
(If they ore) Whot '"'"'' to be flo roo""''-·-·-·······-·····-·-·-· ··-····--
·································--·-···-·----~·-····-··-······••o.••·-·-················-·· 
Are Y"" cut off while ta lking on Long Distance 
con•• 
Oo yO<J hove difficulty hearing or making 
younelf heard en y04Jf Long Distance colbf 
When you ore making Long Distance calk, 
do you hoor notses on the linef 
s 
OllenO 
Fairly allen 0 
Occoslotta/ly 0 
Solclom "' ,.. .. , 0 
Olton 0 
Folr/y often 0 
Occooio<>oly 0 
Sol<lom "' .... , 0 
Olle• O 
Foitly often 0 
Occcxio<tol1y 0 
Solclom "' ... ., 0 
Wben People Call You 
When you an~wer the telephone, do you flnd 
tho call is moan! fO< another nvmbet1 
(If you do) Are most of these calls in· 
tended for the people who 
had your present number 
before yout 
Are any of them for a 
number similar to y011r1t 
When you dnswor tho telephone, do you find 
that no ono Is on the llnet 
Have poaplo sold thoy called you at a time 
when you were at home, but your telephone 
did not ring' 
Havo people said they called you and your 
line waa busy - at a time when your tele· 
phono was not being usedt 
6 
Ofloo D 
faltly often D 
Occao/onolly D 
Solclom or oewr D 
Yo•D 
NoD 
Don't bow D 
YosD 
No D 
Don't ........ D 
OflonD 
Foirly olton D 
Oc<Oilooofly D 
Solclom or oowr D 
OllonD 
Fairly olton D 
Occao/onolly D 
Solclom Of' ..... , D 
Oflon D 
Folrly often D 
Occmlonally D 
Solcfom or oovor D 
Party Line Service 
If you ore NOT on o party line CHECK HERE 0 ond skip 
th .. e qu.,tions. 
Do you hove trouble geHing the line whon you 
wont to vse itt 
Do the other people on the line interfere in 
any woy when yO<J ore using tho telephonef 
Offen 0 
Foirly olton 0 
Occasionolly 0 
Seldom or oever 0 
Offen 0 
Folrly often 0 
Occmlonolly 0 
Never 0 
(If lhoy do) How do they interftreL .................................................... . 
·-••••••••• • • •• • • • • - ••-•• ••-•••••••••-••••••••••·•-••••-oooouoo • ••• •••••• ••• o ooo ooo o ooo •••••· • ••• ••• •• , ... , , oo o 
Are you planning to apply, within tho next 
few months, for o higher grade of service 
(Lo., fewer port!., on the line)t 
Ye•D 
No D 
Getting Your Telephone Repaired 
About how long has it been sinot you 
reported trouble with yO<Jr telephone! 
After you have reported trouble, have you 
hod to got In touch with tho Company o 
second time to hurTy thom upt 
In general~ does the time it tokes the Com· 
pony to got trouble Rxed seem; 
Whon trouble hos been deored up, does the 
Company let you lcnowt 
Have you hod the some trouble happen ogain 
oftor you thought It wos Rxedi 
7 
,. .. ,,_ 3 ,_,, 0 
l'rom3to6.-lw 0 
From 6 .-lwto a yoor 0 
From I to 5 yean 0 








Not wuo!ly 0 
Oflon O 
Fo/tly oflon 0 
Occasionally 0 
Seldom or Mvor 0 
About Your Telephone Bill 
If yo<~ do NOT poy or look over the telephone bills yewr· 
soli, CHECK HERE 0 and slc!p thMe questions. 
Do yO<J flnd charges on your t elephone bilh 
that don't look right to yO<Jt 
Whon yew toke up o question about yO<Jr bill 
with tho Company, Is the molter handled to 
your sotlsloctiont 
In collecting Its bills, wewld you soy tho Com· 
pony 1st 
Olton 0 
Fairly olton 0 
Occasioftolly 0 
S.ldom or never 0 
Alwayt O 
Usuo/ly 0 
Not cnuoUy 0 
Hown't tahn up question 0 
Too portlst011f 0 
RotJSC>nO!,Io 0 
No opinion 0 
How do yew usually pay your telephone billf lnporwon, ol tho loco/ 
payment ogoncy 0 
In porron, o1 tho B.U..Ou OHico 0 
By moil 0 
Other plocor 0 
Have we provided a convenient Jocotion for 
paying yo<~r telephone billst 
Very COIIWoloftl 0 
Fairly COIIWnlonl 0 
No# very eonwnionl 0 
When ·You Call or Visit the Telephone Business OHice 
Jn general, do you have trouble getting 
people In the Buslne11 Ofllce to understand 
A groat cleo/ 0 
SomoO 
Lillie or none 0 
Haven't conlacfod Bur/non OHico 0 
what you wantf t.. 
When you ask questions of Business Office 
people, do yov get the information you wantf 
AlwaytO 
Usually 0 
Not cnuol/y 0 
Hoven'! <nlcod lor lttlormotion 0 
When you make o request of the Eusineu 
Ollke, do yo<~ gel what yo<~ ask fo<f 
Alwayt O 
Uwolly 0 
No# vwol/y 0 
Haven't moclo o ..-quest 0 
Are promises mode by the 8U1iness Office 
carried out as agreed uponf 
Alwayt O 
Usvol/y 0 
Not vsuol/y 0 
No promises have boon made 0 
8 
Your General Impressions 
On tho following questions we would like your general 
impr•ulons, even thovgh yov may feel you do not have 
mud1 information on which to base an opinion. 
In your opinion, Is the Company doing all it 
can to keep down tho cost of service to tele· 
phone users, or could it do more' 
Do you regard your telephone as: 
Do you feel that you gel your money's worth 
aut of your telephone? 
In general, do y04J think telephone rates ore 
low, reasonable, or higher than they should bof 
Are there any particvlor telephone rates or 
charges (local rotet, charges for calls to near-
by p<Mntt, long distance rates, or other tole· 
phone tharges) you feel oro unreasonable' 
(If Yo•) Which anesf (Please be as spe· 
Could clo ,_. 0 
Doing ol/ it con 0 
No opiMon 0 
An obto/uto M<tllily 0 
A .... Wty o 
Moinly o conwnlenco 0 
Som.llme• lee/ I clo not 0 
U•ua//y feel I clo 0 




No oplnioa 0 
Y•• O 
No D 
dflc as you can) ·································-····-················································· 
············································-··--········-··········-····· ... ·······-- ................ . 
···········-··················-···-··---··-·· .. -·.---.. -· .... ·-····· ·-·--·-·--···-
What klnd of an all around job do you think 
tho Telephone Company is doing for the pub· 





Why do you fool that wayf ... - .......... -....................... ............... . . . ....•..••.• 
..................................................................... _ ................................................... .. 
9 
Your General Impressions (Continued) 
How well do you thlnk tho Telephone Com· 
pony Is runf 
Do you feel thoro should be more or leu 
government control of the T elephono Com .. 
pony' 
What reputation do you fool tho Telephone 
Compony has In your community? 
How do you fool tho T olophono Camp any 
treats lti omplayoost 
Do you fool that tho Tole phone Company's 
profits are low, reasonable, or higher than 
they should be' 
How much effort does it appear to you the 
Telephone Company mokos to keep tile 
public lnfO<med about tho busineuf 
10 
No# wry well 0 
Folrly well 0 
VeryweU O 
No opinion 0 
....... 0 
SoiM m now 0 
lAu D 





Ho opinion 0 
Hot wry well 0 
Folrly well 0 
Very well 0 
No /Jeo 0 
LowO 
R001om!lol. 0 
Hipr Ilion Jtou/J be 0 
Ho apillion 0 
No# muc~ 0 
A folr csmouot 0 
A great Jeol 0 
HoiJ .. 0 
Other Information 
Do any of your close friends woric fa< the 
T olophone Companyf 
(If Y01) Do they ever talk with you 
about tho telephone buslnossl 
Hove you over been through the telephone 
building In your townf 
Have you over been through a telephone 
building in any other ca<nmunityl 
Hove you ever been part of on audience at 
whkh thoro wore one 0< more of tho follaw-
ingl 
Motion pkhJres about the telephone 
bvlineu 
OtmonJtrations or Exhibits of telephone 
equipment 
Talks aboutthotelephono businoos 
About how much do you think wo hove 
expanded our telephone facilities in your 
community during the last ten yearsf 
r .. D 
HoD 
OO.nD 
Fo/rly often D 
OccotloMJ/yO 













Not much D 
A (olr amount D 
A QfOof Jeol 0 
No Ideo D 
How did you loom about this growth? (Check one or moro) 
Talking with Tole phone Company Employees 0 
Newspaper Items iJ 
Personal Observations 0 







Other Information (Continued) 
What, in yo<Jr opinion, is the most important thing that tho Telephone Com· 
pony could do to improve telephone sorvlc:~ 
If there l1 10mething y0<1 would like the Compony to get fn tou<h with you 
about, you can enter it in the space below. 
If you have written something Immediately above, or If you have Indicated 
•omething UMatisfocta<y obovt 'YO"' telephone equipment, plea•• enter 
your name and telephone number in otder that we may get m touch with you. 
Nome._ ............................. ............... - ..................... Telephone No. ................... . 
This questionnaire was flll&d out by a ; Mart 0 
WomonO 




THIS IS THE QUESTIONNAIRE USED JN THE SHELBURNE FALLS SURVEY 
FOR GROUPS B, C, AND D 
'We 1/~U?, Malzu.9 II g~ o/ 
~~SeiWiceUt. g~ IIJ.a/J4. 
IJ,J 'kJou/J .filze 'lltuVI. t!JpiHiOH 
We think you will enjoy answering tho quesHons In this booklet, 
relating to telephone servlee In Shelburne Falls and the Telephone 
Company. 
Dear CUJtomer: 
You may hove been among our many telephone custom~N in the 
community who answered this questionnaire a few weaks ago. If so, 
we would like to soy thonk you. 
Whether or not you completed this questionnaire before, we would 
like yo-.Jr opinion at this time. Would you please answer all the questions 
in this questionnaire and hove it ready when the representative calls 
for it tomorrow. 
Thank you, 
NORMAN M. CLARKE, Manager 
About how long hove you hod telephone 
servlee at thb address9 
Do you hove o private line, or a party linef 
Leu '""" a year 0 
One lo five yean 0 




More '"""four-patty 0 
Your Telephone Service in Geaeral 
Is thlore anything abovt your service that is 
In any way unsatlsfact<><yf 
Y•• D 
HoD 
(If YN) What Is unsatlsfact<><yf _____ .•...... -----·--·--· 
-···-----·············-----·--··-··-···--··--·-····-···-······-··--· 
In goneral, would you say tho telephone 
service yov oro getting Is poor., fair, good., 
or excellentf 
How much room for Improvement do yov 
think thoro Is In your telephone servicel 





A wltolo lot D 
A lolr amount D 
Only a littt. D 
Hone ot oil D 
needs lmprovementt -·· 
----------------···----··---
----·----------·······-- ··-···-
Con you recoil any occasion when Y® wore 
particularly annoyed by something the tele-
phone people did, or fai led to dol 
Yoo D 
Ho D 
(If Yo•) What was ltL ........................................................................... . 
o o oo oo o 00000000000000000 0 00000 00oooo0000000 0000000oooooooooo oooo·oOH 000 000000000000000' o00000ooo00000000000000ooooooo 
Are you treated tho way you like to be 
!rooted by people at tho T olophono Com· 
panyf 
Do you fool tho Company is doing all it con 
to give good service, or could it do morel 
Compared with other places, would you soy 
telephone service here Is: 
2 
Sometimes lool I om not D 
Uwally t.ol I om D 
Always t.ol I om D 
Could do-D 
Dolltg all it ..... D 
Ho opiolcNI D 
w- D 
About ,,. - D 
lleltor D 
Ho op/ftiOft D 
When You Make Local Calls 
Is there any delay in getting the "dial tone .. 
when you wont to make o collt 
Do you got wrong numbers when you make 
local colls9 
Do yov e"""""ter any difllcultles when yov 
call n~Jmben in: Ashfleld (MA yfolr 8); Chorle· 
mont (EO gewood 9); Colrain (NA tlonol 4); 
Conway (EM enon 9); Greenfleld (PR escotl 
2·4); Heath (FE derol 7); So. Halifax, Vt. 
(MArket 4)9 
Olton 0 
Foitly olton 0 
OccOJI<MOIIy 0 
Seldom or novor 0 
Olton 0 
Folrly olton 0 
Occo•lonally 0 
Seldom or novor 0 
Olton 0 
Fairly olton 0 
Occodonolly 0 
Novor 0 
(II yew dol What seems to be the diflicultyL ....... . 
After you have placed a call, dCH» on oper· 
atCM' ever come in on the line and aile, "What 
number did you call, please'" 
(IF •o} Do these operators seem slow In 
coming In on the line9 
Do you hove any difliculty under>tonding 
what tl>oy tell youl 
(II you do} What Is the dlflkulty9. 
When you place a call and you are sure some· 





Folrly olton 0 
Occoo/onolly 0 
Seldom or novor 0 
Olton 0 




Fo/rly olton 0 
Occosionolly 0 
Seldom or novor 0 
When You Make local Calls (Continued) 
Do yov hov• difficulty hearirtg or rtaking 
your .. lf hoard on local call.9 
Do you hear noises on the linef 
(II you do) What kind of noises oro theyi 
Hum or Bun 0 Cl/c/a or Bono• 0 
Crock/ing 0 Faint Voice• 0 
Olton 0 
Fairly olton 0 
Only occoslonol/y 0 
AJmootnowrO 
Olton 0 
Fairly often 0 
Only occoslollolly 0 
Almoolnewr 0 
When You Dial Information 
If you NEVER dial Information, CHECK HERE 0 and skip 
the11 questions. 
Are the Information operators Jlow in 
answor1ngt 
Do they seem slow In flndlng the number you 
wanlf 
Are !hoy unable to And tho number you wont9 
Olton 0 
Fairly often 0 
Occoslollally 0 
Soldom or novor 0 
Olton 0 
Fairly often 0 
OccOJlonolly 0 
So/dam or novor 0 
OffenD 
Foirly afton 0 
Occosionolly 0 
HovorO 
(II JO) What teems to be tho reason9... . .......... . • 
............... .......................... ....... ......•.. . ............................................ . 
4 
When You Dial Operator 
When you dioi"Operotor" ("o•• on the dial), 
are they 1low in answel'ingt 
If you wont to get the operator bock on the 
line, it s.he slow in coming tnt 
OINnO 
Fairly olton 0 
Occosiollally 0 
Sel<lom tK never 0 
OheoO 
Foirly oltett 0 
Occationol/y 0 
S.l<lom or never 0 
Wilen You Cflll "L01111 Distance" 
Ate yovr Long Dhtonce calls 1low in going 
throught 
(II they ore) What seems to be the reosont 
Are y04J cut off whlle talking on long Distance 
co list 
Do you hove difficulty hearing or making 
your,.lf heard on your long Distance calM 
When you ate molcing Long Distance calfs, 
do you hear noises on the llnot 
5 
OINnO 




Fairly olton (j 
Occationol/y D 
Sel<lom or never [' 
OINnO 
Foirly olton 0 
Occationol/y 0 
S.IJom or never 0 
OINnO 
Foir/y olton 0 
OccosJonol/y 0 
S.IJom or never 0 
When People Call You 
When you answer the telephone, do you find 
the call is meant for another numberl 
(If you do) Are most of these coils in· 
tended for the people who 
had your present number 
before youi 
Are any of them for a 
number similar to yours' 
When you onswer the telephone, do you flnd 
that no ono is on the tlnof 
Hove people sold they coiled you ot o time 
when you were at homo, but your telephone 
did not ringi 
Hove pooplo sold they coiled ye<J ond ye<Jr 
line was busy - at a lime when your tele· 
phone wa1 not being tnodl 
6 
Olton 0 
Fairly olton 0 
Occatlottol/y 0 
Solclom or novor 0 
Yo• O 
No D 
Don't know 0 
Yo• 0 
NoD 
0....'1 know 0 
Olton 0 
Fairly oFton 0 
Occcnlonolly 0 
Solclom or novor 0 
Olton 0 
Fairly olton 0 
Occoslonol/y 0 
Solclom or novor 0 
Olton 0 
Fairly oFlon 0 
OccaslonoDy 0 
Sol®m or novor 0 
I 
Party Line Service 
If yov oro NOT on o party nno. CHECK HERE 0 and skip 
those questions. 
Do yov hove trovblo getting the line when yov 
wont to use itl 
Do the other people on tho fino interfere in 
any way whon you oro using tho telephone* 
Ofton 0 
Fairly ollon 0 
Occasionally 0 
Seldom or never 0 
Often 0 
Fairly often 0 
Occasionally 0 
Never 0 
(/( thoy dol How do they interferoL .............................. . 
Are you planning to apply, withjn tho next 
few months, fOf' o higher grade of service 
(i.o., fowor parties on tho lino)t 
Yo• O 
NoD 
Getting Your Telephone Repaired 
About how long has it boon since yov 
ropo<tod trovblo with your telephone? 
After you hovo reported troublo1 have you 
had to got In touch with the Company a 
second tlmo to hurry lhom upf 
In general, does the time it takes the Com· 
pony to get trouble Axed seem: 
When trovblo has boon cleared up, does tho 
Compony lol yov knowt 
Hove y04J hod tho same trouble happen again 
after you thought It was Axedt 
7 
to .. tllort 3 """""' 0 
From 3 to 6 months 0 
From 6 """""' to a yoor 0 
From I to 5 years 0 








Not cnuol/y 0 
Ofton 0 
Folr/y often 0 
Occoslonol/y 0 
Seldom or never 0 
About Your Telephone Bill 
If you do NOT pay or look over the telephone bills your· 
sell, CHECK HERE 0 ond sklp these quoslions. 
Do you And charges on your telephone bills 
thai don't look right to youl 
When you take up a question about yoor b ill 
with the Company, Is the matter handled to 
yovr satisfactlonf 
In collecllng llo bills, would you soy lho Com· 
pony I" 
Olton 0 
Fairly oflon 0 
Occasionally 0 
Seldom 0< novor 0 
Always 0 
Usually 0 
Nol usually 0 
Haven't Ioken up quotlion 0 
Too pordolonl 0 
Roarono&lo 0 
No opinion 0 
How do you usually pay your telephone bill? In poi'IOlt, ol lbo local 
paymonl agency 0 
In por1011, ot lbo Buslnou OHico 0 
By moii O 
Olbor placoo 0 
Have we provided o convenient location for 
paying yo~r lolophono billsf 
Vory convenient 0 
Fairly <onvonionl 0 
Nol very convonlonl 0 
When· You Call or Visit the Telephone Business OHice 
In generai, do you have t rouble getting 
people In tho Business Office to understand 
A grool Jool 0 
Some 0 
Ulllo or none 0 
Haven't confocfed Budt'lesr Ollkc 0 
whal you wanlf 
When you ask qu&s:tlons of Busineu Office 
people, do yew get the Information you wantl 
Always 0 
Usually 0 
Not usually 0 
Hoven' I atlcoJ (or lnformalion 0 
When you make o request of the Business 
Office, do you gel what you ask forl 
A/ways O 
Usually 0 
Nol usually 0 
Havon'l modo o roquofl 0 
Are promises made by the Bustneu Office 
carried out 01 agreed upon? 
Always 0 
Usually 0 
Nol usually 0 
No promises hovo boon marJo 0 
8 
Your General Impressions 
On tho following questions we would like your general 
lmpresstons, even though you may feel you do not have 
much information on which to bose an opinion. 
In your opinion, is the Company doing oil It 
con to keep down the cost of service to tole· 
phone vsers, or could it do moref 
Do you regard your telephone os: 
Oo you fool that you get your money's worth 
out of your telephonet 
In general, do you think telephone rates ore 
lnw. rftn \Onoble. or higher than they should be1 
Are there any particular telephone rates ot 
charges (local rates, charges for calls to near· 
by points, long distance rates, or other tele· 
phone charges) you fool oro unroosonablot 
(II Yet) Which one1? (Pioo1e bo 01 lpe-
dflc 01 you can) .. 
What kind of an oil around fob do you think 
tho T elophone Company 11 doing for tho pub-
lic In your townf 
Why do you feel that wayf. 
9 
Could do more 0 
Ooi119 oil it con 0 
No opinion 0 
An «--ute necoulfy 0 
A neceulfy 0 
Moinly o con~~Wnlenco 0 
Sometime• looll do not 0 
Utuolly leo/ f do 0 
AlwoYJ IHII do 0 
Low 0 
toooonafJo 0 
Hi;Mr 111011 thould be 0 







Your General Impressions (Continued) 
How well do YO<l think tho T olophone Com· 
pony Is nmt 
Do Y"" fool thoro should bo more or lou 
govommont control of tho T olophono Com-
panyf 
What reputation do yO<J feel the Telephone 
Company hos In your community? 
How do. you fool tho T elophone Com pony 
treats Its omployoest 
Do you fool !hot tho Telephone Company's 
proflls oro low, reasonable, or higher than 
they should bot 
How mudl effort does it oppoor to yo• tho 
T elophono Company makes to keep tho 
public Informed about tho businon? 
10 
Hoi Wty well 0 
Foirly well 0 
Very well 0 
Ho opinlott 0 
More O 
Some tn now 0 
Leu O 





Ho op/rrion 0 
Hoi wry well 0 
Fairly well 0 
Very we// 0 
Ho Ideo 0 
Low O 
11....,.,/o 0 
Higher tlton thou/J be 0 
Ho opinlott 0 
No/ mucll 0 
A fair omounl 0 
A 11reo1 cleo/ 0 
Ho ideo 0 
Other lnltrmatlon 
Do any of your close fri .. ds worlc for the 
hlophono Companyf 
(If Yo•) Do they ever talk with you 
abo<tt tho telephone butinesst 
Have you ovor boon through tho telephone 
building in your townf 
Have you over boon through o telephone 
building ln any other comm~Jnityf 
Have you ever been part of on audien:·e at 
which there were one or more of the follow· 
ing• 
Motion pictur., about tho telephone 
bu1lness 
Demonstrations or E•hibits of telephone 
equipment 
T o lks about tho telephone business 
About how much do you think we have 
expanded our telephone facilities in your 




Foldy often D 
Occos/onalfy D 













Nol much D 
A lofr amounf D 
A gNG~Jool D 
No ftl.<J D 
How did you loam abo<tt this growtht (Chock """ or mo.-} 
Talldng with T elophono Company Employees 
Newspaper Items 
Personal Observations 










Otlrer Information (Continued) 
What, In yovr opinion, Is the most important tiling that the T elephono Com· 
pony covld do to Improve telephone servicet 
~---··-··---·-·························-·············· ··-··-···-·---------····················-····-············--·--
....................................................................................... ,,,_,,.,_,,,, ....................... . 
Roconlly, tho Telophono Company hold a 
"Town Meeting" In the Cowles Gymnasium at 
Anns Academy, did you allend that meelingt 
(If yoo did) How did you like tho meeting¥ 
(If you did not) Hove yov talked with any· 
one who did ollendf 
Do you think it. is o good ideo or not o good 
ideo for the Telephone Company to have 




Folrly wolf D 
Not very well D 
No opinion D 
Ye•D 
NoD 
A good lcloo D 
Not o uood icloa D 
No opinion D 
Why do yoo feel lhol woyL .................................................................... . 
·················································-···········-···································· .. ·············· 
-ooooooooooooooo•oooooooooooooonooooo--oooooooo-o•·••-••••o••••••••••-••••-••Oooo.oouoooooooooooooo•o•••-•• 
This questionnaire was flllod out by o• Mon O 
WomonO 
Name __ -
-·· ... -····--------Telephone No.--·-·--




WOULD YOU LIKE TO HELP US? 
We'd like your frank opinion on a few questions, please. Just check (v J 
your answer. 
].., thc·rc ,m,·thing nbout your .. enic•t• tlmt i!'t in any \hi)" un!".t\li~f.lctnry:; 
In ~t'IWI'ttl. \HIHid )011 :--a) lilt' h'lc·photw l'lt.'r\'ice you .tit' w·uintt i~: 
0 Yes 
0 No 
0 Poor 0 Fair 0 Good 0 Excellent 
C.ut )UU rcc·,tll any OCt"a~ion \\ltl'U ~uu \\"t~re partirularl~ oliiiiU)NI h) 
,OJllt'thing th~ telephone J'<'O)llf• <JicJ. nr (,oiJecJ tO do"! 
tlf \ •••J \\ hnt was it? 
0 Yes 
0 No 
.IJt• )untrl'llkd tlu• '"'Y you li~c·tu he• tr<•ntecl hl peopk ut tlw Tc•lc•phone Compuny? 
0 Sometimes feel I am not 0 Usually feel I am 0 Always feel I am 
!)., 'uu fc•t•l tlu• Cmnpany 
ruun•? 
j, rloinJ.t all il c'.tll hl gin~ ~cHxl "t•n·wc•, or t'Oldd it tlo 
0 Could do more 0 Doing all it can 0 No opinion 
\ltitlll l.n\\ uflc•n du ~uu flhlkt· c·,tll~ nff-lfw-f .. l.md from \o111 ldt•phunt·!' 1 'nur 
h.· .. r J:.ll•'"'" J 
0 Less than 
a month 
once 0 About once 
b month 
0 Don't make any calls 




If \oH m.tl•· c·,all .. ulf-thr-l .. l,uuL ... tlwn• .mvthing a i•uul tlu• ,.c·nict• 4111 tlu: .. t• t".lll .. 
th.al ... iu 111\ \\.l\ un-..ati ... £a.-tnn ·~ 
Jn ymu· upiuion. i~ the Com puny doing ull 
In lt'lt .. phuue lht•r ... m· could it (IH mort•? 
0 Could do more 0 Doing 
f),, }4111 u.,,.rd your telephonr a": 
il •·un lu kt•a·p clnwn lhc cosl of s,(•rvir:t• 
all it can 0 No opinion 
0 An absolute necessity 0 A necessity 0 Mainly a convenience 
1'/rnu turn the card 
Tlrrn~ nr<• a /t'lf uwr1' f!tlPMionj Oil 1/w otlwr ,,;,J, .• 
Do you ft•t•l thnt you get your •uor•ey·s worth out o! your 
0 Sometimes feel I do not 0 Usually feel I do 
tt•lephone? 
0 Always feel I do 
IJ.- l(<'lll'ra I, •In vmr think telephmw rah'- .or t' lui\, rt•.rsonnble. or higher than tht·y 
•honltl he? 
0 Low 0 Reasonable 0 Higner than should be 0 No opinion 
In t·mnJM ·i .. un \\ith ''hot other thingt' co~t tuclt•y~ \umld you :o-ay telephone ~en,ic-e i~: 
0 Not a good value 0 Only a fair value 0 Quite a good value 
0 A very good value 
lluw \It'll do yon think the Telephone Co•npany i• r ,.,.·~ 
0 Not very well 0 Fairly well 0 Very well 0 No opinion 
Du you £t•c·l tlwrt• :-ihould he more or lt ....... P,U\C'riii1H'IIl t•onlrol or tht~ Tc-IC'planru~ 
Cnnlpitny? 
0 More 0 Same as now 0 Less 0 No opinion 
\\ h.ot "'Jllllatiun du •·ou feel the Telephone Cmnpany ha• in your community? 
0 Poor 0 Fair 0 Good 0 Excellent 0 No opinion 
llnw tlo you r~d the Telephone Company trt·nt<~ it• •·mployee<? 
0 Not very well 0 Fairly well 0 Very well 0 No idea 
Jluw nmt·h t•fl'm·t docs it appear to you till' Tt•lt•phont• Cumpnny makes to keep 
till' puhlit· informed about the business? 
0 Not much 0 A fair amount 0 A great amount 0 No idea 
\\ hnt in your OJ>inion i~ the mo't important thin!( tlw Telephone Company could do 
In improve trh•phone -ervice? ---------------------
0 Man 0 Woman 
Do yon have n telephone at home? 0 Yes 
!If Y t••) Clll'rk type of service yon lu!Vf·: 
0 No 
0 I party lino 0 2 party line 0 4 party line 0 More than 
4 party line 
Nntne 
_ ---·---------- _ Tt•lt•phnue ~o. 
L_ ________________________ T~HANK YOU! ________________________ ~ 
' 
vii 
THIS IS THE QUESTIONNAIRE USED IN THE AFTER PORTION OF THE 
BLOCK ISLAND SURVEY 
'k/e ll~te M~ II g~ o/ 
'1~ Se~Wia (HI. Block !J~ 
lid 'k/OHU .£ike "'OW/, t!J~ 
You or someone in your family recently attended the Telephone 
Town Meeting which was held on Wednesday, April 16, at fire Station 
Hall. We hope thai you enjoyed this offoir. 
Now, we would like your answers to the que.Jtions in this booklet 
re lating to telephone service on Block Island and the Telephone 
Company. 
Having your frank opinions will help us in our efforts to keep you 
informed about the telephone bUiiness and to provide the service you 
would like to hove. 
Most of the questions can be answered by putting a check mark 
In the square GJ opp0$ile the answer which comes closest to what 
you think. 
Please do not discuss the questions with anyone before you have 
Ailed in your aruwers as it is your own opinions that we oro anxious 
to have. 
Will you please answer all of the questions. You need not s.ign 
your name unless you care to. Please have the form ready so tho 
interviewer can pick it up, as arranged. 
Thank you for your co-operation. 
EDWIN W. RAY, Manager 
NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH C0MPANY 
About how long hove you had telephone 
service at thi.s addreJSt 
Do yO\I have a private line, or a party linof 
Len than o y•or 0 
One to fiv• Y""" 0 




MoN thon four-porty 0 
Your Telephone Service in General 
Is there anything abcxn yo<Jr service that is 
in any way unsatlslactoryf 
Yos O 
HoD 
(If YN) What Is unsotisfactoryf ____________________________ _ 
In general, w0<1ld Y"" say tho tel•phone 
service you are getting Is poor, fair, good, 
or oxcollontf 
How much room for lmprovem&nt do you 
think thoro Is In your telephone service! 





A wMio lot 0 
A loir amoulll 0 
Only a little 0 
Hone ot all 0 
needs improvementf -·------------····---·--····-····-···--
·------------------------------·-···-··--·-
Con you recoil any occasion when yoe were 
particularly annoyed by something the tele-
phone people did, or failed Ia do? 
Yo•O 
NoD 
(If Yesr What ~as itt···············-·········································--·······-···--···· 
.......................... ,_, ....................................................................................... . 
Are you treated tho way you like Ia bo 
treated by people at tho Telephone Com-
panyf 
Do Y"" fool tho Company is doing ol it can 
to give good service, or could it do more' 
Compared with other places, w....ld yt>U say 
telephone service here b; 
2 
Somotlmot IHI I am not 0 
Usually leo/ I om 0 
Always IHI I om 0 
CO<Jid clo more 0 
Dolttp oil it c ... 0 
Ho opllllott 0 
WOtMO 
About ,,. ....... 0 
Bettor D 
Ho oplllloft D 
• 
When You Make Local Calls 
Is there any delay In getting the udiol tone" 
when you wont to make a colff 
Do you get wrong numbers when you make 
local callot 
When you place a call and you are sure some~ 
one Is there, do you fall to get on onswerf 
Do you ha .. difficulty hearing or making 
younolf hoard on local call•' 
Do you hoar nobos on the Gne' 
(If you do) What kind of naioeo are they? 
Hvm or Buu O CJicb or Bongo 0 
Crocillng 0 Foinl Voicoo 0 
Voryafton 0 
FaJrfy afton 0 
Only occOJiom/ly 0 
Alm<»l newr 0 
Vory afton 0 
Fairly afton 0 
Only amlliot>ol/y 0 
A/moll novor 0 
Vory afton 0 
Fairly afton 0 
Only occoolonolly 0 
Almall novor 0 
Vory afton 0 
Fairly afton 0 
Only occaolonolly 0 
Almost nover 0 
Vory afton 0 
Fairly chon 0 
Only occaoJonol/y 0 
Almool nowr 0 
When You Dial Operator 
When you dial "Operator" ("0" on the dial), 
ore they dow In omworingf 
Voryohon 0 
Faltlyohon 0 
Only occooJono/Jy 0 
Almoll novor 0 
(If thoy oro) What oeemo lo be the reooonf--·····------···----
-·-·----··------
If you want to got tho operator back on the 
line, ts she alow In comlng inf 
3 
Vory afton 0 
Foitly afton 0 
Only occoolonolly 0 
Almaol novor 0 
When You Dial Operator (Continued) 
When '.you want "Information" are thos• 
operators slow In onsweringf 
Do they seem slow in flndlng the number you 
wanlf 
Are they unable to flnd the number you wontf 
Very olton 0 
Foirly olton 0 
Only e><:COJional/y 0 
AJmost ..... r o 
Very afton 0 
Foir/y afton 0 
Only occatioroally 0 
AlmoJf newr O 
Very afton 0 
Foirly afton 0 
Only accasiona//y 0 
Almostnewr 0 
(lito} What seems Ia bo the reasonL--·- -··-····----············ 
When You Make OH-the-lsland Calls 
If you NEVER make any calls off·tho·lslond, CHECK 
HE~E 0 and skip these questions. 
Ate thes& off·the·lslond coils slow in going 
throughf 
Are you cut off while talking on these coils' 
Do you have difficulty hearing o r making 
younelf hoard on calls off-tho-Island' 
When you ore making such calls, do you hear 
nois.es on lhe llnef 
Very olton 0 
Foirly afton 0 
Only accasiono//y 0 
Almost never 0 
Very afton 0 
Foirly often 0 
Only occosional/y 0 
Almost never 0 
Very often 0 
Fairly olton 0 
Only ocC<IIio4al/y 0 
Almost never 0 
Very often 0 
Fairly afton 0 
Only ocC<IIio4al/y 0 
A/most novor 0 
When People Call You 
When you answer the telephone, do you flnd 
the calli• meant for another numbe~ 
(II you do) Are most of the•• calls In· 
tended for the people who 
had your prCKent number 
before youf 
Are any of them for a 
number t1mllar to yount 
When you answer the telephone, do you find 
that no one Is on the linel 
Hovo pooplo 1oid they called you at a limo 
when you woro at homo, but your telephone 
did not rlngf 
Hove people said they called you and your 
lino wo1 bu.y- at a limo when your telo· 
phono WOI not being u.odf 
5 
Very olton D 
Fairly olton D 
Only O<:casiollolly D 







Vory often D 
Fairly often D 
Only ocCOiiotoaiJy D 
Almolf novor D 
Very olton D 
Fairly olton D 
Only o«cnlonolly D 
A/mod novor D 
Very often D 
Foir/y olton D 
Only omwonol/y D 
AlmoctoovorD 
Party Line Service 
If you are NOT on a party line, CHECK HERE 0 and skip 
these questions. 
Do y® have trouble getting the line when you 
want to use itf 
Very ollon 0 
Foirly ollon 0 
Only occosh>naJJy 0 
A/most never 0 
Do the other people on the lino interfere in 
any way when you ore using tho tolophonet 
Vory olton 0 
Folrly olton 0 
Only occcnlonolly 0 
A/most never 0 
(II lhoy do) How do they Interfere? ..•••...••....•...................•..•.•••.••.•..•...... 
............ ·················-···········-·--····-····-················································-····· 
Are yov planning to apply, within the next 
few months, for a higher grade of service 
(Le., lower por11 .. on the llne)t 
YotO 
No D 
Getting Your Telephone Repaired 
About how long has it been since you 
ropar!ed tiouble with your telephone? 
After you hove reported trouble, have you 
had to got In touch with tho Company a 
second time to hurry them upt 
In general, do .. tho time it tokes the Com· 
pony to got trouble Rxed seemo 
When trouble has been doared up, does the 
Company lot you lcnowt 
Have you had the some trouble happen again 
after you thought it was flxodf 
6 
l.eJt than 3 montltt 0 
From 3 lo 6 morttltt 0 
From 6 montltt to o year 0 
From I to 5 yeore 0 








Hoi lltuol/y 0 
Very often 0 
Folrly olton 0 
Only occcnlonolly 0 





About Your Telephone Bill 
If Y"" do NOT poy or look over the telephone bills ya<~r· 
sell, CHECK HERE 0 ond sldp these questions. 
Do ya<~ Rnd chorues on ya<~r telephone bills 
tho! don't look right to ya<~f 
When ya<~ toke up o question about your bill 
with the Company, Is the maHer handled to 
your solisfoelionf 
In collecting Its b ills, would y0<1 soy the Com· 
pony '" 
Have we provided a convenient arrangement 
lor paying ya<~r telephone bilbf 
Very olton 0 
Foltly ol1on 0 
Only occoslotto/ly 0 
A/moll never 0 
Alwoys O 
Usuol/y 0 
Nol utuo/ly 0 
Haven't fohn up quolllon 0 
Too ,.l'lhtenl 0 
l/o01011a&/e 0 
No opinion 0 
Very convenient 0 
Folrly convenlolll 0 
Nol very convenlolll 0 
When You Call the Telephone Business Ollice 
In general, do you have trouble getting 
people In tho Business Office to understand 
whet ya<~ wont' 
A ureal dec/ 0 
Some 0 
UH/e or none 0 
Hoven'! conlocfed Sut/nou OHke 0 
When you ask que•llons of Business Office 
people, do you get the information you wantf 
Alwoys 0 
Utuol/y 0 
Nol uJIJOIIy 0 
Haven't adrad lor lnlormollon 0 
When YO<I moke o request of the S...ineu 
Oflke, do ya<~ gel whet ya<~ ask lorf 
AlwoyJ 0 
Usuolly O 
Nol vwoiJy 0 
Haven't modo a roqvell 0 
Ale promises mode by the Business Office 
carried out as agreed upon? 
AJwoys O 
Utvol/y 0 
Not utvo//y 0 
No proml••• MY. been mode 0 
7 
Your General Impressions 
On tho following qu..tiom we would like your general 
impressions~ even though y041 may feel yov do not hove 
much Information on whidlto baso an opinion. 
In your opinion, Is tho Company doing all it 
can to keep down the cost of service to tole· 
phone usol'>, or could it do moref 
Do you regard your telephone osr 
Do you fool that you got your money's worth 
out of your tolophonef 
In general, do you think telephone rote:s ore 
low, roaoonablo, or higher than thoy should bel 
Are theft any particular telophono ratos or 
d\argos (local rates, charges for cglls to near .. 
by points, iong dlltanco rates, or other' tele· 
phone chargot) you feel oro unreasonable9 
(If Ytt) Which onosl (Please be as spe· 
Could do ,.,. 0 
Oo/"11 a/lit can 0 
No opinion 0 
An abooluto necoulty 0 
A nocoully 0 
lllolnly a convenltnct 0 
Som.ll,.s lee/ f do 1101 0 
Uoually leo/ I do 0 
Always lool I do 0 
Low 0 
11-oiJo 0 
Hlgbor tllan ollould be 0 
Ho opinion 0 
Yoo 0 
Ho D 
ciflc as you can) ···--·--··-···-····-··································-····-····-······· 
-·-··-··-----·····-··········-·---····-····-····--····-··-····-·-·······-······· 
-···- ·-···--··········-·--···-·----·-···-····-····-···-····-····-················· 
What ldnd of an all around job do "Y04J think 
tho Tolophono Company lo doing for tho pub· 





Why do you fool that wayl ....... _ ...................................................... - ...... .. 
···-··············· .......... --···-·--····-··· ··· ··-·~··-······· ···················"''''''"'''""''''' .. ''''' 
8 
Your General Impressions (Continued) 
How woll do you think tho T olophono Com-
pany Is runt 
Do you fool thoro 1hould be more or loss 
government control of tho T olophono Com· 
panyt 
What reputation do you fool tho T elophono 
Company has In your commvnityJ 
How do you fool tho T olophone Company 
treats Its employoo1f 
Do you fool that tho T elephono Company's 
proflts are low, reasonable, or higher than 
they should bot 
How mud> effort doos it appear to you the 
T olophono Com pony makes to keep the 
public infonnod about the businosst 
9 
HolwtywoUO 
Folrly woll 0 
Voty wo/1 0 
No opinion 0 
MoreO 
Somo as ftOW 0 
t..uO 





Ho op/nloft 0 
Hot wty woll 0 
Folrly woll 0 
Voty woll 0 
No /doo 0 
LowO 
RoOSOfl<lhlo 0 
Highor tlton J.ou/d bo 0 
Ho opinion 0 
Hoi much 0 
A lair ......,., 0 
A~doo/0 
Ho /doo 0 
Other Information 
Do any of your clo.e friends work for the 
Telephone Componyf 
(If Yor) Do they over talk with you 
about tho telephone businessf 
Hove you over been through the telephone 
building In your townf 
Have you ever been through a telephone 
building In any other communityf 
Have you ever been part of an audience at 
whlch there were one or more of the follow-
lngl 
Motion pictures about the telephone 
business 
De-trotlons or Exhibits of telephone 
equipment 
T olks obovt the telephone business 
Recently, tho Telephone Company held a 
"Town Meeting" ot Fire Station Hall. Did 
you attend that moetingf 
(If you did) How did you like tho mootingt 
Who! prompted you to go to this meetingt 
Wonted to loom more about tho Tole· 
phone Company 
Wanted to meet the local Telephone 
Company management people 
Wanted to regil1er a complaint 





















Fairly wolf 0 
Not vory wolf 0 





Other ...................................................................................................... .. 
(Please Write In) 
10 
Other Information (Continued) 
Do you thll1k It Is o good Ideo or not o good 
ideo for tho Telephone Company to hove 
local mooting• llko this¥ 
A goo<llclea 0 
Hot o goo</ lclea 0 
Ho opittio<l 0 
Why do you fool that woy'--------·-·-···-···-··--
--·------··-··---·---·------···-··----
Do you feel any differently toward the Tole-
phone Company ofler having attended this 
T elephooo Town Meelingf 
(If Yo•) Has your opinion a bout tho 
Com pony¥ 
Do you ever see Telephone Company adver-
tising in nowspapersf 
(If Yo1) About how allen¥ 
y., O 
HoD 
Gono up 0 
Gono down 0 




Quito okon 0 
Only foi,ly oft on D 
Hot very oft011 D 
What was tho advorthing aboutf ·-··-·-··---····-- ... 
··-······· ............ ······ ··········--·--··-·- -·-···-·· ...... ····-· ............ -·· .. 
Do y04J over see tho Information leaflet en· 
titled, "Between Ourselves", that comes with 
your telephone bill¥ 
(If Yo•) About how olton do you read 
ot loaat some porto of iii 
About how much do you think wo hove 
expanded our telephone fotilities in y04Jr 
community during the lost ten years' 
r .. D 
NoD 
Vory often D 
Qullo often D 
Only fairly often D 
Hoi vory ofton D 
Hot much 0 
A foV omounl 0 
A great doo/ 0 
Holclea 0 
How did you loom about this growthf (Ch.clt ono or moro) 
T olkil1g with T olophooo Company Employees 0 
Nowopopor Items 0 
Pononal Observotiom 0 
Dlacunlons with Neighbors 0 
Other 0 
Don't Remember D 
11 
Other Information (Continued) 
Who!, in y®r opinion, is tho most important thing that tho Telophono 
Company could do to improve telephone servicet 
........ .---·~··-· .. ---~-----··---··-----~·-·--·····--·-···· .. -·-·--
---~····-······· ····-······ ··-···-·· .. ·--------·---···········-············----···-·--
ooo ooO oU000 OtoOOO oOO 000 •••••oooo ooo 0000--·· ·-·--•-•••--oooooOOOO* .. 00000 0 0 ooo 00 000 0040000-000000 oooo-0000 00·0 0 
If thoro is JOmothing you would liko tho Company to got In touch with you 
about, you can ontor It In the space below . 
.......................................................................................................................... 
•••••• ................ ••••••••• •••••••••••• • ·••• •• -----. · ·--··· ········· ........................................... 0 ....... .
.................. --....................... -.................. ,_ ....................................................... _ ... . 
If you hove wriHen something immediately above, ot If you hove Indicated 
JOmothing umalisfoc1ory obout y0<1r lelephono equipment, please enler 
your name and te1ophone number in order that we may get in touck with yov. 
Nam•--····---········--··········--------···-········T olophono No. ..•.•..• ·-········· 
Tho following information ab0<1! y0<1rsolf will holp us to 
lntorprot tho rosulls of this study: 
Please tell .us whether the questions were 
answered by o man or a woman. 
In which ono of these ogo groups are youf 
Under 25 0 
25 to 3.4 0 
35to.U O 
45to540 
A man 0 
A woman 0 
55to64 0 
65 or o•or 0 









"Industry must aim for. exist for. and ever-
lastingly operate for the good of the community. 
The community can't nde one track and busi-
ness another. The two are inseparable. inter-
active. and interdependent." 
Cleo F. Craig, President, 
American Telephone I; Telegraph Company 
T he f"'!WS of Amcricnn hi;tory nrc iltuddecl "ith accounL5 of New Eugluttd's 
cotttributiotts to the American war of life we no" enjoy. 
It "l" in ~ew England that the first armed rlosh for independence took 
place-at l.cxinglott unci Cottcord 011 April 19, 1775. 
New Ettgland wu~ the hi rthp lucc of higher !!dtwntion, too. The first college 
itt Amcriru, Harvard U11 iversity, wu• founded itt Cambridge, Massuchttsctt~, 
by the Mu.•achu;ell• General Court in 1636. 
Rdit;iou• toleranre "'"first guannteed in America in ]uttc of 16.36 when 
Boger Willinm~ establishrd Providcm·c Plantatiott us a havett for victims of 
I'Ciigiout; ponwcution. 
Amcricn's love of heing kept ittfnrmed of cut·rcnt event;;, evidenced hy it> 
thousands of newspoJ>cr-. and magazine., had its beginning• itt llo.ron whctt on 
April 21. 1704. the Bo$/On New.< l.mu . tim fir.t regularly pnhlished joumol 
in Amcri<·R, rarne i11to being. 
'cw llarnpshi rc bccume the first •ttt tc in the U11 iott to huvtlH writ.ten cott•li· 
tuti on adOJ)tcd- on Jattttn ry 5, 1776. 
Attd. going a step further. Ne" Ettglattd wus the birthpla<·c of that corner· 
,tone of lorn] government, the To'"' "l•eting. 
The forerunner of the Town Meet itt~ occurred in Dedham, Massachuselt>, 10. 
early us 1639 when u proprietors· meeting WIIS holrl. It wasn't too succcssfttl, 
but foo· ttt tttt l<•ly for Amca·ira the itlou p~rsisted uttd •ix ye<1rs lu tea·, on Decem· 
her 24, 16<15, in the Town of Dorchester. Massuchu•ell.s, a written cottstitution 
or frame"ork for towtt govennnent ""' evolved nnd the first Tomo \leetittg 
held. 
To11 11Speople wea·e I old tha t thi, was ''to be n day of liiH'rty for orderly 
agitation for the red rc•si11g of atty gl'it:vance thut muy be dist•ovorcd ." Such 
a meeting wu• hou nd to capture the >ttpport o£ liherty·mindNI New Ettglut~dc,.,. 
and dowtt through tllC years they huv<• made tlocir vocal mo<t of their To"" 
\leeting>. CXJlrC<sing their opinion' freely before their fellow t011nsmen. The) 
have >prcud the go.p<•l of these MrNin,;s tltroaghoul the entire country, until, 
today. thri'C nrc lntndr"d' of Americutt commu ni tie• which hold Town Meetittgs. 
-
--. -
The loul m•Mgement te•m in • h•ppy mood fte.lr the cOII'Iptetion of their pl•nl"'ht9 of the 
ftnt Telephot~e Tow" M .. ti"9· L to r.: AI•" C. Nortis, Wire Chief: Av1ti" E. White, Unit 
Engineer: W•lter F. C•nell, M•n•9er; M•rio" L Bl•c.1. Cil.i..t Oper•tor: Ch.rfes W. L•d•i:t•vct.e, 
Supervisory Constrvction Fore'"•": •"d Osbot"e C. W•rd, Jr., Ct.ief Ac.cownh Superwi1or. 
W~en Mtn.eger W.tlter C•nell stopped in et the 
Worlhlnvto" Po•l Office to buy the stamps ud 
mall ' the lnvlt•tlons he never e•pect•d Postm•ster 
Merwin F. P11chrd to help him lick stemp1 ud 
1ul the envolopes- but Mr. P,cktu d d id just th,t. Tlu: li1111: wns eight 0
1c lock on Thunulu) •·v••tli ng, ~·1 uy 
l7, nml llw fH:nccrul clouk of d~.~rkneM \'Ill!! ju~t beginning 
to Sl'llle over the white Tmw I lull in Worthington, Mn.sstt· 
d tU!1.t'tls . Externally there \HI!" twlhing 'i~ihlt• to nulrk 
tlti..; me ht•ing an)·thing other thon u quit'! Spring t"cning 
in a ,.;1111111 Ne\\ Englrmd hmn. ln..:idc.• the To'u' llnll }UU 
could hear the u: .. ual ri"'t· ami f.tll uf t•omrr.-..'ltion. the 
"4'rltping and gratin~ of chairto un tlw flunr. ,..,nuut .. \\hich 
ml\\a~~ pn"Ct"de a To,,u )leetinp;. 
Urealing through tl1i" noiOC(• c·anw tht• ~tocc:tto 1muncl· 
ing o( 3. ga,el hringing ... ilrnn• inln I he· rumn and ;;o a 
JllC)IIil unu~ual To\\,\ )Jcctiu,K \\B• umh•r "11'. Tht· 111an 
IKlUntling lht> ga,·el wa;;. thr locl\l Tcl~,ophnuc• \t~tnOJ:,t'r Bml 
the )leeting. the tin-t \c·" Englund Tm, n \1,--«•ting-
Tt•lt·phonc Style--in the B(•ll s-.~lt'IU, 
Pn·~·nl lo take part in tilt• ~1t-ctiuJX '' ere mnu, nf tile 
Wurtl.iugtou cul'llQnw~ \\ho lmd lx·tn ill\ itccl hy the lovnl 
telt.•phonc team In uu·ct \\ itl1 tlu•1U, uit· I~H"ir vitm'!l pro 
nnd con nhout· their telcplumt• !11'1'\' ic't' utul tlw C t)IHIHIII)' 
111111 11-l'k nnr quest ions thul might ) ... dir;lurhing tltl~ln . 
Till' lcH•nl nmuRRc:nwul lt•:un. ureu,•cl with 1111 tlw tow-n'!li 
tcJcphout• :-tnti!<!tic;o~. \\a:<' unx iuu11 tn prnddc~ tht· ntl!'<ll\Cr~ 
to :my of these question!l. 
Whnt elwin o( cin.'tnll!IOII<'eo~ hncl hrnught tiJi,.. ,:rou11 
tnJ(t'lhcr'? Wl1y tt Tdcplwne Tn\\n \1.-t•ting nn) Wtn-? \ 
look into \Vorthin~ttou':- tdt•pluuw I•;U'l@:rtlUrul q}wulcl 
t<l••ar up th~ auc;;.tion~. 
\Vnrtlcington luJ .. 3 J:Hlpulntinn nf 516 and a total u( 211 
... uh"'C!riher-.... Like man\ nllu·r- hmn" in nur ttrriton. 
\f'orthington ha!'O communit)· ,lia,l "'C'r\ ic"t". On llf"'"t·ml,;r-
17. 1911, itt•"Cchan~ed itc. mnp:ncto office with an nperator 
Printed lnv!t•tion1 ere fint , but nothing un b .. t person•l 
lnwil•tlon. end thet's ju-ri whtl Worthii'U)Ion Peyfl'ltnt Agent 
Mr1. GtOtCJt E. To"•'r· Jr., tool it vpon htntlf to tritt'ld to 
htr fellow Worthlngton1•nl. At right of ftftpJ.ono is " c:ornor of tho 
po1fer 1ho placed in tJ.o Poymtnt Agoncy to further •dvtrtilO tho 
tVtftf, As • rtsuft of her ceiling, telepJ.ont people h•d some ldt• 
ol numbtr of people who plunod to •Hond the Meeting btfOfe it 
tool pl•ce. 
"hu L.rw"· t:\l't)une in tcmn h~ nAme fur ,r ronuuunit) 
dial uffic"<' with its morfu-r ofli ct.• themly 111ilt·Joo n\\'4l)' in 
Norl hnrupl nn, Since thai time. lt'l(•phmu• pcoplr· have 
had relathd~ rc\\ regular C(UJI.tlrl,.. will• thc· Worthiu!(lnn 
publil', The nnl) telephone J)("r•nn \\ ho ac.·luall~ 'h·il:. 
the c·u .. trunel'l-! ct11 n regulut ba~i~ i,o I lie iu.,tnller-n:p<~irmau 
\\ho \HJrks in Wurlhingh,n on tilL' D\Ct<~l!(•' of h\u cln)!t 
a Wt"Ck. Tlu-!ir onl> ollwr regular ldephnnt• rnntact il" a 
:\or1hnmptou npc•rator l\\t~lll) milr .. awA) ,d10 place:. 
I heir lung distunC"u call11 Ul' help~ then• wlll'li they clinl for 
tH~.sis turu·c·. In otlwr \\ord, \\C ha\l" a conuuunit\' hlan...-
telcphouc heart might h~· ..uund hut who~· pui"C ·hncl nnt 
been 111krn accuralt'l) fur quite '"Hill(;. t ime. 
Wurlhinglon. tlwn, wor~ un idc•nl pluce lu form u ltc.• .. i· 
dent Empln)e~· Group. the de\diiJiment in Communil) 
Li\·in~ ''hic.h hft"\ !lro\t-d .. o JooUI."<'"C' .. "ful in (ltht·r "\t>"' •:ng· 
Janel CcunpDn) £'Ommtlnit if·"· Ancl that'~~; ju"t "hn t lhe 
lcM..:ul tcnm pluuued lu do. BUT - llu.:)' cli"'('nv.:rt•c-1 that 
Wnrthin~to!' had rw trlcph01w c·mpln~ee .. n .. idinf!: in the 






WORTHING TO~ MASS 
I HUA'>M' ~1\\ 1119St> 
8 P.M 
Frankl). Monager Walt,., Co-.ell. Wire Chi,•! Alan 
:"\urri'. Chi•·f Operator ~t 11riun Bhu-L.. Lnit En~neer 
Au~li n Whitf•, SuJ-.ervi,.ory Cunr~l ruct ion Forcrnan Cha d (•.; 
Ltlclnbaudll\ nnd Chittf Accounb S u iJt!l' \'iiiOI' o ."htJtltC c. 
\Vnrd. Jr .. "'~rc stumpec.l. Aftrr mUL·h di'Cu11,.inn. ~·Ir. 
Co .. o..ell, '"110 flruf~~C"'~ to a ~trung inten ... l in Anwrit'an 
hi~hlf) and RO\'Crnlllt'll t, had tlw J.ljl! l'l l1 ur An icl(•a. Y<'h) 
nnl hold a Tt·lt·phonc Tuwu Mc"{•ling? Tlw Town Mc•f.olin)( 
"'a"' a l)pi<:alh Xe"' England in"'litution anti fu~ tl1at 
rc.loiUI1 IO\\II~I>COple ruiJeht come nul In,, Telephur1C' roh'n 
Mt•eting :111cl tnkc pari iu it. Tlu·r all ugl'•·c-ci thnt the• ide-u 
hU"'" good une aud together lht•) worked nut lht• d<'loiJ,, 
Bt•fore the~ "'ere through pl11nning. the~ had rt·t·ri\'(."(1 
a ~nod denl of Ull~IJi(•ittd help rrurn the J:tCOple n( 
\'l'urlhinAlOII. \X' hcu ll clll'y II . Snyder. Clcoi rrnan t)f the 
RHnrd of Sdt"'Cimeu. \\ tl"' lold or the Mt•c.: ting. IH' not onl) 
likt'fltM idr11 of it. hul offert'flthe To"'n Hall n• a nw:t:t· 
inp; J'lacc ul nn CO~I tu the Conlptan). 
Auistance of Town Hall custodl•~t Emerson Oewis ren 
tho 9amut from f<'l c~lng \IP pollel\, tttting up t.blt1 end 
c.h•:ri to buttonholing townspeople •nd urqll\g lhtm lo 
•tlend ttse M•etin9l 
WALTER CASSEL 
With g•vel poited in mid-o~~ir rudy for ih down••rcf •wing, M•n•ger·ModtUIIOr 
Wtlter Cauell geh reedy fo cell to order the fi11t Telephone Town Meeting. 
The gtvel il • reguler town muting porliclp•nl of long •l•nd!ng, being u~td 




P.a~mt>nt \Etc'IH \ln-. Gt"ClfJCt" E. Torre~. Jr .. \UJ .. lnld 
uf thf" C'ontt•mpl.ah~l \lf*eting nnd uffc•red lwr ... •n icc.•--. :-;olw 
ht•lp(-d tht· tt•an• ch'l·icle ou an nJ•propri3h• dna.· unci lime 
nucJ Jutt•r 1111 "JII'III huur;o; or flt'f tifliL' culling rt1fJcm lcm'll~· 
JWuplt· .anrl ur~iu~ 1111'111 lcl n l lt'rHI the M••t•ling. A~ n 
1.:-o~.uh nf llt'r •·nllinJ.:,. n\cr one• linnclred JWnplt• jnclicollcrl 
tl•,·ir intenlinn "' .ath•ncl lht• \lt-t•tlufZ:. 
~dt"'·lm.m "n\der joim"fl fnrn• .. \dth \1.-... Turre~ in 
w·uing !Jt'UJIII· nut IO lht• Mt•t'ling. Tht• t\UI nf th~:m 
•'""i"'ICd tl1c luc•ul tt•am in 1ln.Ctinf:; an im itutiun to f,t. 
,.l'nl I•) :o.uh~riher:-. 
1\Jt•\.l \Vmtlliu~luninu to o .... i:-1 tilt• t~mn \\rt"' tlw lot:·al 
Pu .. lma--tt>r. \1t•rhin F. P.u-knrtl, \\hn. "llt'n Wultt-r Ca--. 
~II 'j .. ih·cl the.· P'u .. t ORicc to pure-flu..., ... Jump- fur tlw 
in\'ilotiun ... lu·lpt~l l1in1 In "lick' tht· .. a~unp· and ~·nl tlw 
c·m c•lnJH'"'· 
Enll 'f'oiUJ\ D:wi~. CU!'IIudinn o£ tim 'I'm\ 11 I lull, wiiC'u luld 
uf tlu.• ~11.->-c li ug. ufft•J'4•tl tu ~ct up dmir:- nnd tabll•.a uml 
tulcl t•u·r~ nne he met uf tlw c-oming \lt•c•lin~. 
\ucl. finall~. lht• \\ nrlhington l'an•nl-Tc·aehcr... \ .... u. 
dot inn llndl) a~n"'t"CI tn c·1llt"r the rdrt•--hnwnb, ·nuu ,.,, .. 
nins \h .... R.1lph \Ju1an. tlw Pn• .. iflt•nt. tlnd )Jt.._, Juhu 
Grt~·H. the.• Chairuwn, nnd ll•cir t'nllllnith•e nHl"l nhl) 
c;nrrit•tl nul tluH p)w .. t• .)r tlw t•vt•ni ug'" ot•th it~ . 
Ent·uurup,t•il b} llu· t•nthu-.ill!"lll u( nil llw tO\\II"'IX'fiJilt• 
l\ith ,,hum the~ "l)f,J..t•, the· localtt•.un .. ,.1 up tlwir prn· 
New Entt.nd Towft Meetint-Telephone Styf.-lft uuionl 
gnuu. Eut·h of lht••u \\lll'i I•• .,pt•nk hrh•fl) let till' group. 
h,Jiiu~ tht·m tlu-i •· dCJ.HHiuwnt'1- , ,~u· t in pr(widing tele· 
phUIU' olf•l \it'(' rur Worthington. Ful' l't\h'I' IUilllllCIII he· 
furt• tilt' &u:hutl "·Tuwn \ll·c.·tin~.' ' tlll') dloc' ich.'CI to hiJ\'t> 
the lt't:'llltt···dt'mon~lration .. , our Vuic·t• 1 ~ 'ou'' nnd 
n tnu\ it· ··Mu .. ic in ~lntiun," Tlu• muin e\enl. the 
"lt·k·J)hnnc.· Tu"n \lceting:• \Hl'- IH IM· n ttUt."!'-tion :tnd 
Ml"'"''r l'"•ritNI "ill1 telephone tt"prc•-t•HtaliH":!'· ~ning 
.t .. JMnl'li .. t .... \\'hilc refr~hnwnt .. \u'rt' ht•in' '-Cnt•d. the 
gut··l,. t•uuM runtinuc their furllwr C(IJl"'"liuuiug of tek· 
phnut• l"'"iJif..' uncl t·ould 'i·it eli-pia)~ of the lako~t 
in lt•lt•l)1umt• •·quipnwnt niAillll'cl b) tilt' lu:-tuller· 
n.-,.uairuwn. Tt.i .. \\ OUtd ul,ju lu· tilt• linh· when the) 
('llll lll tlll't l 1lu•ir $4:rvic.·c· Heprc..·~eutnliVt', P11tril'i11 B. 
,l .tl'linllki. nurl Bu:~incs:- Oni~·•· Su1111'r\ i t~ur t\m1c E. 
\fllnR•"•t', who, prior lu lilt' UU'I'l iug, \\'('rC hut f{lc;t•lt•,, 
,c,ic·l· ... lu·anl cl\cr du·telephonc. 
The· \H"t'k hdore the m.--.·linf[. \urthamptcm Sen·ice 
Itt Jm''('lllAliu·~ lcllcl an~ \\ m lhinp,lon cuo;;tonwrs ''ith 
\\lunn tlw\ "JXlke of the apprmu·hintt \lt>e•lin!\'. a. . did 
lh•· (n .. laller-Uepaimwn \\clrlintot in \\ urthinEton. 
\1; ida tht• plnring of l"'""'f". in the Ccnt•rnl Sinn"!. tl1e 
Pn\nuont \ gt'ut') · ll1t: To"n lloll nmt in th..- Hu .. .:oelllf. 
Cunht'll :-,,•hnul. and thf• ;~pp~·ar.uu•c• uf ~turi~ iu the 
hw tww~epaJM'r"" ~n iug \\'uttlliuAiml, the •YorllamrpUm 
/Jrrily lfrtml'shiH· (;Q:elle nnrl th•· St,ri~t[{/h•ld l/nion. 
1t,lctpl1u1w people felt tlmt tlw) hml dune ever) llling 
th•·> c•nulrl In l"'mm•lc lhc MC'elin~. 
~I ill. tiH'\ \\cut luto the.~ Tfm n II all \\ilh :-omc giant· 
.. i,~· IFS a•; to th1· ~ut-.·c· .... ur u Tdt•phuut· To\\ II M t."t!"l · 
in g. Tllt'ir hi~gt."!'l fear ''a.. thnt tht• tnh ""'J>e•lplc 
\\uultln't lcll them ,dntt tllf'~ tltuuJ:hl uf h:lcphont.• 
Jt.frelf'"'•nf time ... ,, quHtion Hme, too. Here, Wi.t• Chief 
Al•n Nouis di,cvue-s th•ir telepho11• ,.,,.;u with two l•dy 
Tow" Meeti119 me"'ben. 
A rl11e '"•Y of coffu, cookiet '"d ice cru"' fow11d re•dy c.utfomeu. lout 
P.T.A. rnernben vndet the direction of Mn. R•lph Mor•"· Pre1fdent, •hown 
''c.o11d left, •nd Mn. Joh11 Gretl\, Ch•irM•n. p,.pfl..d •nd ,.,.v,d th• 
refrulo.rnonh •t fh• M .. fi"9· 
lns.t•ller·Repairman 8t nard P. Corty httt whot '""Y 
demonttutor llh1 fo """~ very intertlted •udlence. 
Althou9h all fht lod"l equipment lndudlno colored 
telephonctt; w,, 1hown, the emphtttit w11 not pl•ud Oil s.~lling. Yet, "''" were m•de •• tht M .. Hno '"d 
numbtr of ptotpech are being lollowtd up. 
-.en ice. The, rw."t.-du't han.-' \\urric•d! \\ urlhinJ.!Iunian .. 
prO\ed a .. nJ<>al .-.. nm ln"'ll"IM--.,plr• alh•rulin~ u lm~n 
nu!t"ting. 
Om• uf llw prinr:ipal r.1Uio(''"' u( irrilulinn fum••cl lo 
lw ll"an .. mi .... inn em call .. In llll' rwighhnrin!{ lm; 11 n( 
Cununingflm, fi't' rnilt• .. U\\ll'. Thi" c·urnpbinl h O .. iru· 
rnedialt'l) rt'frrrc.·d h, tflf' lrlln .. rni,. .. iuu t'll~im~·rc oncf 
'' ilh llu: nddil icm uf rcpc.tlc•rclllt' lrnn'~rni"'"iuu lo Cmu· 
min,.;lon \\ illllol• impron·d. 
1\ncJ lht•u tlu: "hignc•:o<( .. fJruhl•·rn c•uh•r't•ll the· pic·hu·r. 
Oue cu:-l<uncr ft"h thul Worll•inttletn, u .. rnnll lcmn, 
was lwing mt~rluokt•cl \\hen it c·nuu- lr. H'ftrlulinE( h'lc·· plwne~ und CnJ.:;illt>t•rintl,. luit Entcillt'C'I Whitt• luuJ ll1c: 
an~WI' I'!I to lJuH CjUt' '"li un. lfc t'~fJioim·d lu tltt•nt hu\\ tJ,., 







THURSDAY MAY 1Z1956 
8 P.M. 
Thi-s potter, ond ih fellows, prominently dlsplty•d around 
town, •pub lor itself. 
Worthington cudomert discovered th•t not only did their Set.,ice Repre•enf•· 
five P,tricio 8, Jt~sins•i h.ttve voice with , smile but the h,cf the •mlll"9 
laco to go with it, when thty m~t her Md dhcuued their sorvjc• wlfh her 
•t lhe Town Meeting. 
Telking over the tr•n1minion to Cummln9lo11 with Or. 
leighton Kl'leller •nd Nur1e Rorence S.le~ oF the Worthing· 
ton Hulth Center is M•n•ger Wallet F. C•uall. He is 
enuring them that the tra1uminion will slux+ly be improv.d 
by the edditioA of reputen. Thi, haftltl'liuSon pro\:!lem 
proved to be the pt"inc.ip.l c..tn-t of itritatiofl ebo\11 telephone 
~erviu whlch. Town Meeting \lnto¥ered. 
Relph A. Moran, operator oF Henry H. Snyder, Int .. locAl 
lrudln9 conc;orn, wes one of the Worthington cu,tomorl 
who hed been e'periencing telephone dtfflcuhle1. A' 41 
re1uh of the Meetlnq, all Worthington cu1tomoM ... a h any 
telepho11e difficulties were .,;,ited by memben of the local 
rnanegement tum or their reptelentetiYes, their 1tfYice 
difficultie1 d:lCuned and have now beel'l c.ouected. 
uccrinf( rt'flllit•t•d fur mainlenam•t• ,,.,,.rt.• rurrit•fl uut. 
tolcl tllt'm ahuut the Conuncrc:iol £nrt•f£1"1" uf gtO\\th 
fnr tlw CuulJWU1) nnd for \\'c•rthintclnn in particular. 
ond cxplnint"CI \\hJt it cu ... L ... tu JIW\idc tdcphone 
plnnl fur in .. tanec. the pric.-c of u p·ul•·. tht> co--t 
nf ot fcHII uf M!'\Cral kindc:. of t.·ahlt•. tht• t·u .. f nf trim· 
mini( trt't"""• 
\\'hit•• tlwu ga\l: them a ptt'\ it•\' nf our Com· 
pom~ ·~ c·cm•tructi<.tn plan~ £or \VullllinK1•Hl-tlwrc 
i .. u ~::JH,OOCl c·uhlc rdid juh M.'lwclult•cl rur l95i. 
But h•' l't•all) c·nJ•pl'<l hitc lmw.\\'4 ' 1 wlwu J t~• listed 
h) mtun· lhut-t• pcnwn.s waitintt fc ,r t il'\\ ur higher 
d:l"'"'t'JOO uf !"flnin·nnd a .. liu red tlwtu thtll h) Jul) the) 
\ululrl l~:t\t' tlw lind of .. cnit•c• tlw\ \HlUtt'cl. In 
cli ... c·u .. "i"J.C tlu:'"t" prop~t·d t•han!(t.''"'· tlu- l nit Engi· 
nt-.•t iiHiic•ah'tl hj., £amiliarih- \\ ith Jut•aJ condititHI' 
h\ nan,inlt, lht> locatiow--Chri,tion Hullu\\ llmtd. 
l>inJll•· ltuad. Gn-... Height ... Hn;.HI. \lmntul John~on 
llnllcl. tu n•unt• a f~h. 
.. 
Anollwr rcminint• l'li!'II HIIWI' lmcl II Cl\lt'o!liou Cur llw 
Clcic•£ 01n•rntor lo Ull"'''l'l', Wl1) c•rJuldn'l hc•c' upt'l'fil n r:-
ghc u c·allt·r Jllt' c·nrrc·c·l tinw? Mi..:~ Ul~wk c·~plni ut"fi tlml 
it \\(Ill; nut n -:enin· ,, •. nuruutlh t(i '''· Furllwr rli<~('U<~~ ittn 
t''-lradt•d tlw rc•a<~ou (nr the wumun'.. CJIW·otiun. Durin~ 
clc·rtrical .. tonu~ lilt' ln"n\ c•ltH'k" oOiclJlJM!'il unrl •ht· luul 
no irlt·,, ,,hot lime it ''"'· Ollll'r" ngtt•c·d "ith IU'r. A~ 
u rt.~uh or thio~ di"'f'lloi .. jOil, Mi .... flint·~ hn .. cll"!'itled to 
aiJo,, opt·rutor .. lu phc· alec· time· rlurin~ period ... ,r elt'f'· 
tritdl (aiJurr. 
·\notht·r cu .. loml't houl u c·•,n•plaint to rcp:i .. h·r uhc,ul 
a puhlic· lt'lt>pltnrw. The tclcpluuw. tt I"'"'' p.'t) ttlcpl1nnc•. 
tlidn'l hR\C d cliul un it "hidc lw (uund ttnno)ing. 
\lin t·t•ultln"t w·orlhinp.lun pa\ o~tution ... UJI(.'hlk th(• ~amf> 
"a~ .... dw'f' in llw hitt c:ilic:,? Chid Opt'rftltlr ~larinn 
Blad. t'\plaim.-cl thai In pnl\ idr prC'·I'~id c•uinhH\ ~r\ itt" 
for \\ urlhiructun'• tlnt't' puhlit• h•lt·phonr ... \wultl Tf'fiUirt• 
ndditimml t•inuil .. tUul "fk"t'illl c·uiniHI\ CfJllil)menl. tilt' 
t•n .. l nf \'thida \\nul!l IH• pruhihithc-. 
Then- "a .. t~nnthc·r t·umplniut lluu t' tlllW Hut clurin~t llw 
Tmua \lt't''imz. cuw uf nul hdn14 ,thlt• tu r'•ncllthe UJX•rn· 
lnr. Thi .. ht~pJM'nc·rl cluriuf( hu-.~ callinfC JH•riHd" lutrticu· 
larl\ in tlw .. unmwr rnnnlh ... Furtlwr clur-.. t iunin~t hrnught 
nut that lllltrunJ.. .. lu llh' opt•.:alur '''·rc• hu~~. \_ .. fl n• .. uh 
nr ll•i ... alw Tranic· ~:u.,irwc•rtoO nN· .. tud~ inJ-4 tlu· pnoo~ibilit) 
or inc•u•O,ing t i ll' IIIJUk" In tfw rnntll<•r uffiu•. 
The Worthington Community Dial Offlc •. 
lmt•ll•r·R•p•ismu Rod•ricl A. N•hri"9 ch•ch up Oft 
t.l•phone l•tviu •f th• Wotthingtoft G•,•cr• \:.On 
•ff•r the h!ephone Town M .. tin9. With him i, lh• 
G•r•g•''" M•n•ger, Wili•m H. h,fot. O"e of 
Wo«hin9fon'1 thrn pubUc l•lephor~•' ;, lout•d in• 
licle f).B 9•'•9• •nd Nelving ••pt.ir~, to Mt, hrlot 
why it ts"'t pouibf. to pto•ich ptt'•p•id coir~bo• 
s•rvic.• ift town. 
GARAC 
Tft:, •ltr•ctive view of Worthington'• General Store •nd Pott Office ;, fr•med in tlo.e lttve. of tlo.t Common·s httt, 
lu tlw iu(cJI'HIIll l·WI·Inp;t'llll'r 1>eriod nher tht" Mt·c·t ini'(. 
IL'h•phurn• I"''UJIIt• gutlu•n•cl (u rtlwr JW'n;ono l complni Ill!! 
nncl t'< IIUJilinumt~. ltu~o 
Two l'Uto tnu~vr~ tuld ubuut n~pOI'I iug tn111hle l\'ilh llu•ir 
tt'lt•jJhmu•~t, llll\·inl{ llh· rcpo irman appear cml) lu ('>:&) t1wrc• 
\H I ._ uull•inp; \\runp;. Tlw..,t• t•ornplnlnts:. Jik,• ull ulhc•l'l'i. 
wen:• ~·hc·c·lc·cl un 10t1UII aftt'r the• mccJing. Tlw~ turned uut 
to bt• tlwo~;• h ill·u'·tht··\\ i~p 1"'~1 .. o£ all Plomt 111l'l1, in· 
tt"tlllillt'lll lrnUhJe•.,, ( ntfc•r thf- d ircctiOI) ur \\'iu• C:J.it•f 
\nrri .... tln..,e• truuhlt· .. \\rrr lm•Jttt~l 3nd are """ •·ut• 
n-ctcc:l. 
:-;nnlt' u( tlw trom ... rui .... inn oroblem:- \\ill lit' c·urrrt'le-clln 
hru"'h ('ontrul \\ilia c·lh'mic·.tl .. pr:a~in~ on a co..opnuti1r 
T nh n lllld Tt•f,.,,hunt• Cmatf'lltl\ c·o~t h:aci;,: a .. a rc-.. ult n( 
tlu• \\ ire• Chic•r .. c•nm t•r ... ltiun ~' itla tlh~ Tree \\'urdt•n :t£1 .. 1 
t1u· \lt'1•tiwt. 
0\c•r lllll.l u\••r aunin (•U .. t•uut'r~ tuld tl1c lt'lt·phmw pt•u. 
pic lum clt•liKillf-.1 llw) \H'rc lhnl 1hc lt!'llll luul lnlt•u "u 
lllth'h tiuu- tu C'UUit' tu \Vurllliu~luu ami wilh ullll'l' tdt•· 
phn~w n'lll't'"l'lllnli\'t',oi luacl ~h·t·u them ~t.u ·t. u tlw roup:h 
in~ight into 1111' ll•lt•phum• Jiien ict• in Worl hi u ~t •m. Tht·~ 
WC'I'U ~othul I hut tl11•r•• llacl hcl'll n•) atlt!'n1pl ,,, "whilc\\ a!ill'' 
lht· :aniiWt'l'" ir lilt•) \H'I't' not c:omplimcntan lu 1111' Cnm· 
p.111 ~. Tlat•) t•njn)t•d huth th~· film ond lht· l t~·turt•• 
rlt-uwu .. lr<~ti un. l'H rutwh ..;u 111.11 "OIHC telephone 111U\ic• .. 
"ill IH.• prt··t·nh-.1 tu mu· nf rt.c tmHl"... t·lul•"· Whilt• 1111' 
cli .. pl<n uf t•nlurt•cl in .. trutllt!'nt .. \\tal' not inh.•mlt"CI U• " 
'"dlt--... H•hic•lt• it clid n~·uh in ... unt~ 'ale--. 
WurthinJ~Inniun .. cli .. cmt•r,:d hm\ inlt'ft""lt"CI lht• lut•al 
h•b•phurw lt•,un """ in llu•ir ha\ ing the hc-t tt·h•plu1nr 
Tr .. trimming il •"••cf)' uncferwey u thi1 picture 1hows, t~l'ld 
tpre)'ing to conhol brulh wilf 100n commence, both on CO• 
opere live Telephone Company-Worthington b~ui1 , til • re1ult 
of cor~vorsetion belweer~ Worthington Tree Werdon Stenle)' S. 
Meson •nd Wire Chief Alen Norri• on tho night of the Telephone 
Town Mtttlng. 
A1 • retuft of their uprouing f~o~tlh., Inter••• in ~eel~ tho mother 
office end how it provide, .ervice fo, Worthlnglon c~o~stomtf's. 
Worthington lo•r~ oA'iciel, end their wit.-" were Invite-d to ettend 
dinner encf vi1it the e:entr~l office in Northempfor~ 1hortly efter 
lh• To.,..n Meeting. In the Treffie: Office tile, I. to r.: Oht. Mgr. 
Williem Hoggen, Pey. Agt, Mr-s, George Toruy, Jr., Mgr. Weltor 
C11uell, Mn. Henry Snyder, C. 0. M11rlon Ol11ck, Seleclm11n 11nd 
Fire Chief C. Kenneth Osgood, Mri. Fran.lln 8u,, MN. 01good, 
Chairman of Boord of Solectmen and Pollee Chief Henry H. Snyder, 
Selec.tm11n Freo.lin G. Burr. and George Torte)'. 
Thl, h tho Worthlngtol\ Town Hall, _. typicolly New Engt.nd lind or 1frvch~to with ih Grocien colum"' .-nd 
white cl•pbo•rdl, • flttlng homo for Town Mootlnql, It Will here th•t the flr1t Now Englond Town Meeting 
-Telephone Styl.-ol held. 
.. cn·ict• a,·ailahlt•. The~ recognized tlw facl lhat re-"'J)C:Hl .. i· 
bilit) fur "t•nit·t· and authoril)' to do something nhout it 
r("'-llo~ "'ilh al•r loc.'ul tdephone team. Thi'i in it,;tdf io~ n hi~ot 
~•ev in t'liminnting the taint of Telepho1te Compan) RIC· 
uc-o•. Thoy lrnrncd. too. ho"· 1he ''nriou~ hrtuwlw~ uf 
Worthinglnn'" lch~pl~t~nc ftunily condudt•d till' lm:linc~• 
1here and for tho fil"'!t l ime: mel 1he telephone ))('Ople fnc.•1• 
10 f1u·o. Tho) gut u pt·ck inlo lhc t•·lephnn•· (uturt• ,,r 
\\forthinf4h111. Arul, ull in all. 1lwy likt~l wlml tiL(s)' ~"" , 
BccttuM' u uurubc-1' uf quc~tion$ were Rl4kccl nbouc th<• 
u1wroliurl uf tlu~ nmlltl"r oflic.·c. Northumplon. Worlhingtnn 
IO\\U Hffidall'i uml tlll'il' wi\'t.".!! \\ere gue~t~ o£ tilt' ltwnl nl(lll• 
ugc•mt•nt tt-:un M flinru:r and a central office' iz,.it at \orlh· 
Rmpton. o~ho1th uhcl' tl1e Tuwn \1ff.ling. 
Tdet•lwnt•JJt•oplt• "ere ju .. l as plca!!'Cd \\ith the.• \leNin~. 
luu. Thco\ lrodrnt*fl a (frt•al deal about teleJ)hcmt> irrilunl .. 
and Bl't' c.-orrt"Ctin~ them no"' or toeeking ''8)"' tu C'urr«t 
them in the• nc)t tnu di,tant futu.-c. In fact. tht'\ nrr ,., 
plea'"'f'd "ilh llw uuh'ome of the Ttoleplume Tn~n \lrt't· 
ing I hal the~· rc planning u return l'll~agernenl in 
Worthington in another }t'ar. And. •ooncr lhan ahat. they 
fir{' c•onc;.icfering lhem £nr l l11tfit·ltl. Williutu•l•urg. Guo~hen. 
Amhel'l't. Shur.e.bury and North II odic). 
\Vlmt lmppt•n•·cl nl l"i!(ltt ·~·c·l•w·k nml th..rt·.ahPr on 
ThurlHiay C\1Cning. Mn) Ji, iu tilt• "hill' Nl'\\ 1--:ugluncl 
Town Hull in \Vorlhington, Mo!''4tiC.'hU~tCII "i, muy be the 
fiuul nn~wcr In tr.lephutH' pc·upiP',s pn.hl••tu .. u£ iclt•nti h in~ 
tlccmt-clves with communiticl'> wlwn· tw lt•umti un lm~<o ul· 
t rto~t crn"Cd tile .. pcr~nunl IC•lwlt" ,,( h.·h~r,honc: service. 
Tim'• and ulht:r Td~.:phmw Tc''" n Mt•l'l illl(" olutu• will 1t•ll. 
but there are few who \\ill Ulj.\llt' 1lu: J"•iul lhut it. iu 
Wurthinglon':o: c·a:o:c, flicl twl prn\c• to h1.• tlu.· hc~t and 
l'.ll~ie~l \\8~ of cli:o-tuwring 1111' fc"'·linftl'l uf hH\ nl"peoplc 
lu\\urd I he lclc:phone CQrupan\ ami tht• ""'r\ ic·c- it ghc--
lhem. 
Pcrhap .. lhe mo ... t ... jgnifit";)ul t·wnm••nt \\hij•h pinpoint~ 
the effccthenc-~ of the M('f'tinft c·.:ut lw fuund in 1h~ ((UCS· 
lion unanimo~l~ a .. h'fl h~ th(' tv\\ n~}K"Oplc at the clo~ of 
the Mceling-··w~n du "nu Jllnn tn nU"t:'l "ith uc ngain't .. 
